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Abstract
A uniform approach to computing with infinite objects like real numbers, tuples of
these, compacts sets, and uniformly continuous maps is presented. In work of Berger it
was shown how to extract certified algorithms working with the signed digit representation
from constructive proofs. Berger and the present author generalised this approach to
complete metric spaces and showed how to deal with compact sets. Here, we unify this
work and lay the foundations for doing a similar thing for a much more comprehensive class
of objects occurring in applications. The approach is of the same computational power as
Weihrauch’s Type-Two Theory of Effectivity.
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1 Introduction
In investigations on exact computations with continuous objects such as the real numbers,
objects are usually represented by streams of finite data. This is true for theoretical studies
in the Type-Two Theory of Effectivity approach (cf. e.g. [28]) as well as for practical research,
where prevalently the signed digit representation is used (cf. [13, 20, 8]), but also others [16,
15, 27]. Berger [6] showed how to use the method of program extraction from proofs to extract
certified algorithms working with the signed digit representation in a semi-constructive logic
allowing inductive and co-inductive definitions.
In order to generalise from the different finite objects used in the various stream represen-
tations, Berger and the present author [10] used the abstract framework of what was coined
digit space, i.e. a bounded complete non-empty metric space X enriched with a finite set D of
contractions on X, called digits, that cover the space, that is
X “
ď
t drXs | d P D u,
where drXs “ t dpxq | x P X u. Spaces of this kind were studied by Hutchinson in his basic
theoretical work on self-similar sets [18] and used later also by Scriven [26] in the context of
exact real number computation.
Digit spaces are compact and weakly hyperbolic, where the latter property means that for
every infinite sequence d0, d1, . . . of digits the intersection
Ş
nPN d0 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝dnrXs contains at most
one point [14]. Compactness, on the other hand, implies that each such intersection contains
at least a point. By this way every stream of digits denotes a uniquely determined point in X.
Because of the covering property it follows conversely that each point in X has such a code.
With respect to the operations of adding a digit d to the left side of a stream and applying
a map d in D to an element of X, respectively, the space of digit streams as well as X are
algebras of the same signature and the coding map is a morphism respecting these operations.
A central aim of the joint research was to lay the foundation for computing with non-empty
compact sets and for extracting algorithms for such computations from mathematical proofs.
It is a familiar fact that the set of all non-empty compact subsets of a bounded complete metric
space is a bounded and complete space again with respect to the Hausdorff metric [17, 23].
However, as was shown in [10], in general there is no finite set of contractions that covers the
hyperspace. On the other hand, non-empty compact subsets can be represented in a natural way
by finitely branching infinite trees of digits. Moreover, all characterisations in [10] derived for
the stream representation of the elements of the digit space hold true for the tree representation
of the non-empty compact subsets of the space.
The goal of the investigation presented in this paper is to show that a uniform approach
to computing with continuous objects comprising the non-empty compact sets case can be
obtained by allowing the contractions of a digit space to be multi-ary. Points are then no
longer represented by digit streams but by finitely branching infinite trees, called D-trees. As
we will see, not only a uniform version of the results in [10] can be derived, but also an analogue
of Berger’s inductive co-inductive characterisation of the uniformly continuous endofunctions on
the unit interval [6], which allows representing also such functions as finitely branching infinite
trees.
There is also a second objective which results from the observation that the essential prop-
erties needed in the approach pursued in [10] are covering, compactness and weak hyperbolicity.
So, it seems that more generality is gained by starting from spaces with these properties.
Besides the general framework and the hyperspace of non-empty compact subsets, the con-
struction of product spaces is presented. In both cases it is investigated whether important
properties are inherited under the constructions. Moreover, to demonstrate the power of the
framework, several results from topology are derived that are relevant for applications.
It is well known that the product and the hyperspace construction are both functorial. Here,
we give proofs on the basis of the co-inductive characterisations of the spaces involved, that
means, we use co-induction and/or a combination of induction and co-induction.
In his seminal 1951 paper on spaces of subsets [22], Michael showed that compact unions
of compact sets are compact again. We give a non-topological proof of this result, based on
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co-induction. Other results we derive in a similar way include the fact that singleton sets are
compact, as are direct images of compact sets under uniformly continuous functions. From
the proofs algorithms transforming tree representations of points x into tree representations
of the compact sets txu, and tree representation of uniformly continuous functions f as well
as tree representations of compact sets K into tree representations of the compact sets f rKs,
respectively, can be extracted.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 contains a short introduction to inductive and
co-inductive definitions and the proof methods they come equipped with. As a first application,
finite and finitely-branching infinite trees are defined in Section 3. Digit spaces are iterated
function systems. In Section 4 function systems with multi-ary functions are considered and
essential results derived.
As said, the central aim of this paper is to present a uniform approach to computing with
infinite objects like real numbers, and tuples or compact sets of such. In Section 5 we restrict
our study to the case of extended iterated function systems where the underlying space is a
compact metric space and the maps making up the function system are contractions. There is
a vast number of effectivity studies for metric spaces. Here, the aim is to show that what was
obtained in [10] remains true in the more general case of multi-ary digit maps. A particular
consequence is the equivalence of the present approach with Weihrauch’s Type-Two Theory of
Effectivity [28].
In Weihrauch’s approach one has to deal with representations explicitly. Often this requires
involved codings which makes it hard for the usual mathematician to follow the proof argument.
Proof extraction is an approach that avoids dealing with representations: the representations of
objects as well as the algorithms computing with them are automatically extracted from formal
proofs. Section 6 contains a short introduction. As is shown, the tree representation considered
in Section 4 results from the co-inductive characterisation of the space.
In Section 7 the equivalence between the property that every point of a digit space is the
limit of a regular Cauchy sequence of elements of a dense base, and the co-inductive charac-
terisation of the space is derived in a constructive fashion. Via proof extraction computable
translations between the Cauchy representation used in Type-Two Theory of Effectivity and
the tree representation can be obtained.
In the following two sections the construction of new spaces from given ones is considered.
In Section 8 products are examined. All properties of extended iterated function systems and
digit spaces, respectively, considered in this paper are inherited from the factor spaces to their
product.
The hyperspace of non-empty compact subsets is studied in Section 9. All but one of the
properties investigated are inherited to the hyperspace. Only for weak hyperbolicity this is still
open in the general case. If the underlying space is a metric one and all digits are contracting,
also this property holds.
As a consequence, in both cases the equivalence result derived in Section 7 carries over to the
derived spaces. In [10] separate proofs had to be given for digit spaces and their hyperspaces.
Particularly in the latter case, the proof was quite involved.
Section 10 contains a generalisation of Berger’s inductive co-inductive characterisation of
the uniformly continuous functions on the unit interval to the digit space case. On the basis of
the characterisation it is shown that the function class is closed under composition
The last two sections address applications of the framework to topology. In Section 11 the
functoriality of the product and the hyperspace constructions as well as properties of continuous
functions that map into the hyperspace are derived. Section 12, finally, contains a co-inductive
treatment of Michael’s result.
The paper finishes with a Conclusion.
2 Inductive and co-inductive definitions
Let X be a set and PpXq its powerset. An operator Φ: PpXq Ñ PpXq is monotone if for all
Y,Z Ď X,
if Y Ď Z, then ΦpY q Ď ΦpZq;
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and a set Y Ď X is Φ-closed (or a pre-fixed point of Φ) if ΦpY q Ď Y . Since PpXq is a complete
lattice, Φ has a least fixed point µΦ by the Knaster-Tarski Theorem. If P Ď X, we mostly
write
P pxq µ“ ΦpP qpxq,
instead of P “ µΦ. µΦ can be defined to be the least Φ-closed subset of X. Thus, we have the
induction principle stating that for every Y Ď X.
If ΦpY q Ď Y then µΦ Ď Y
For monotone operators Φ,Ψ: PpXq Ñ PpXq define
Φ Ď Ψ :ô p@Y Ď XqΦpyq Ď ΨpY q.
It is easy to see that the operation µ is monotone, i.e., if Φ Ď Ψ, then µΦ Ď µΨ. This allows
us to derive the following strengthening of the induction principle.
Lemma 2.1 (Strong Induction Principle [6]). Let Φ: PpXq Ñ PpXq be a monotone oper-
ator. Then,
If ΦpY X µΦq Ď Y , then µΦ Ď Y .
Proof. Let ΨpY q :“ ΦpY X µΦq and assume that ΨpY q Ď Y . Then µΨ Ď Y , by the induction
principle. Since Y X µΦ Ď Y , we moreover have that ΦpY q Ě ΦpY X µΦq “ ΨpY q. Hence,
µΨ Ď µΦ. It follows that
µΨ “ ΨpµΨq “ ΦpµΨX µΦq “ ΦpµΨq.
Therefore, µΦ Ď µΨ, again by induction, and whence µΦ Ď Y .
Dual to inductive definitions are co-inductive definitions. A subseteq Y of X is called Φ-
co-closed (or a post-fixed point of Φ) if Y Ď ΦpY q. By duality, Φ has a largest fixed point νΦ
which can be defined as the largest Φ-co-closed subset of Φ. So, we have the co-induction and
the strong co-induction principle, respectively, stating that for all Y Ă X.
If Y Ď ΦpY q, then Y Ď νΦ.
and
If Y Ď ΦpY Y νΦpY q, then Y Ď νΦ.
Note that for P Ď X we also write
P pxq ν“ ΦpP qpxq
instead of P “ νΦ.
Lemma 2.2 (Half-strong Co-induction Principle [7]). Let Φ: PpXq Ñ PpXq be a mono-
tone operator. Then,
if Y Ď ΦpY q Y νΦ then Y Ď νΦ.
Proof. Let ΨpY q :“ ΦpY q Y νΦ. Then Ψ is monotone and pointwise larger than Φ. Hence,
νΦ Ď νΨ. (1)
On the other hand
νΨ “ ΨpνΨq “ ΦpνΨq Y νΦ “ ΦpνΨq
since νΦ “ ΦpνΦq Ď ΦpνΨq, by (1). Hence,
νΨ Ď νΦ, (2)
by co-induction.
The premise of half-strong co-induction means Y Ď ΨpY q. Therefore, Y Ď νΨ, by co-
induction, from which we obtain with (2) that Y Ď νΦ.
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The following examples are taken from [6].
Example 2.3. (natural numbers) Define Φ: PpRq Ñ PpRq by
ΦpY q :“ t0u Y t y ` 1 | y P Y u.
Then µΦ “ N “ t 0, 1, . . . u. The induction principle is logically equivalent to the usual zero-
successor-induction on N; if 0 P Y and p@y P Y qpy P Y Ñ y ` 1 P Y q, then p@y P Nq y P Y .
Example 2.4. (signed digits and the interval r´1, 1s) Set I :“ r´1, 1s and for every signed
digit d P SD :“ t´1, 0, 1u define avd : IÑ I by
avdpxq :“ px` dq{2.
Let Id :“ rangepavdq. Then Id “ rd{2´ 1{2, d{2` 1{2s and I is the union of the Id.
Define Φ: PpIq Ñ PpIq by
ΦpZq :“ tx P I | pDd P SDqpDy P Zqx “ avdpyq u
and let CI :“ νΦ. Then CI Ď I. Since moreover, I Ď ΦpIq, it follows with co-induction that
also I Ď CI. Hence, CI “ I. The point of this definition is that the proof of I Ď ΦpIq has an
interesting computational content: x P I must be given in such a way that it is possible to find
d P SD so that x P Id. This means that d{2 is a first approximation of x. The computational
content of the proof of I Ď CI, roughly speaking, iterates the process of finding approximations
to x ad infinitum, i.e. it computes a signed digit representation of x, that is, a stream a0 : a1 : ¨ ¨ ¨
of signed digits with
x “ ava0pava1p¨ ¨ ¨ qq “
ÿ
iě0
ai ¨ 2´pi`1q.
3 D-Trees
Let D be a finite non-empty set. The set of all finite sequence of length n of elements of D is
denoted by Dn and that of all infinite ones by Dω. Set D` “ Ťną0Dn and Dďω :“ D`YDω.
For e P D and α P Dďω, e : α is the sequence β P Dďω with β0 “ e and βν`1 “ αν . The
operation is extended to subsets of Dďω and tupels pA1, . . . , Anq P pDďωqn by
e : A :“ t e : α | α P A u and
e : pA1, . . . , Anq :“ pe : A1, . . . , e : Anq.
Instead of e : pA1, . . . , Anq we also write re;A1, . . . , Ans.
Next, we will consider finite trees with nodes in a finite set D with outdegree ar : D Ñ N0,
where N0 :“ Nzt0u. The subsequent definition says when T Ď D` is a finite D-tree of hight n.
Definition 3.1. • T is a D-tree of hight 0, if T “ tdu, for some d P D;
• T is a D-tree of hight n` 1, if T Ď Dn`1 and there are d P D and D-trees T1, . . . , Tarpdq
of hight n such that
T “ rd;T1, . . . , Tarpdqs.
Let T pnqD be the set of all D-trees of hight n and TD˚ :“
Ť
nPN T pnqD .
Definition 3.2. For D-trees S and T of hight n and n ` 1, respectively, we say that S is an
immediate prefix of T and write S ă T , if
• either n “ 0, S “ tdu, and T “ rd;T1, . . . , Tarpdqs,
• or S “ re, S1, . . . , Sarpeqs and T “ rd;T1, . . . , Tarpdqs so that e “ d and Sν ă Tν , for all
1 ď ν ď arpeq.
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Furthermore, we co-inductively define the set T ωD Ď PpDωq of infinite D-trees:
T P T ωD ν“ pDd P DqpDT1, . . . , Tarpdq P T ωD qT “ rd;T1, . . . , Tarpdqs.
Obviously, every infinite D-tree is a finitely branching tree with only infinite paths. Note that
d and T1, . . . , Tarpdq are uniquely determined. Define ΛD : SetÑ Set by ΛDpXq :“ ŤdPDtdu ˆ
Xarpdq and set rootpT q :“ d as well as subtreepT q :“ pT1, . . . , Tarpdqq. Then pT ωD , rootˆ subtreeq
is a terminal ΛD-co-algebra in the category of sets (cf. [1, 24]).
Definition 3.3. A relation R Ď T ωD ˆ T ωD is a bisimulation if for S, T P T ωD with S “re;S1, . . . , Sarpeqs and T “ rd;T1, . . . , Tarpdqs,
RpS, T q Ñ e “ d^ p@1 ď ν ď arpeqqRpSν , Tνq.
Lemma 3.4. For S, T P T ωD , S “ T if, and only if, there is a bisimulation R Ď T ωD ˆ T ωD with
RpS, T q.
The ‘only-if’ part is obvious as the identity on T ωD is a bisimulation. The ‘if’ part is known as
the co-induction proof principle and holds as pT ωD , rootˆsubtreeq is a terminal co-algebra [1, 24].
As we will see, each infinite D-tree T “ rd;T1, . . . , Tarpdqs is uniquely determined by its finite
initial segments T pnq recursively defined by
T p0q :“ tdu,
T pn`1q :“ rd;T pnq1 , . . . , T pnqarpdqs.
Lemma 3.5. For every n P N,
1. T pnq is a D-tree of hight n.
2. T pnq ă T pn`1q.
Let TD be the set of all infinite sequences pTνqνPN with Tν P T pνqD and Tν ă Tν`1. ThenpT pnqqnPN P TD. Define G : T ωD Ñ TD by GpT q :“ pT pnqqnPN.
Next, conversely, let pTνqνPN P TD. Then T0 “ td0u and Tν “ rdν ;Sx1yν´1, . . . , Sxarpdνqyν´1 s, for
ν ě 1. Hence, Sxκyν´1 P T pν´1qD . Moreover, dν´1 “ dν and Sxκyν´1 ă Sxκyν , for 1 ď κ ď arpdνq. Let
d :“ d0. Then dν “ d, for all ν ě 0. In addition, set Sxκy “ pSxκyν qνPN, for 1 ď κ ď arpdq. It
follows that Sxκy P TD. Now, co-recursively define F : TD Ñ T ωD by
rootpF ppTνqνPNqq :“ d and subtreepF ppTνqνPNqq :“ pF pSx1yq, . . . , F pSxarpdqyqq.
Then
F ppTνqνPNqpκq “ Tκ, (3)
for κ P N. Moreover, it follows with the co-induction proof principle that F ˝G is the identity
on T ωD .
Proposition 3.6. T ωD and TD are isomorphic.
The set of all infinite D-trees comes equipped with a canonical metric:
δpS, T q “
#
0 if S “ T ,
2´mintn|Spnq ­“T pnqu otherwise.
Obviously, δpS, T q ď 1, for all S, T P T ωD , i.e. pT ωD , δq is bounded. By definition, the metric
topology on T ωD is generated by the collection of all balls BδpT, 2´nq of radius 2´n around T .
Proposition 3.7. pT ωD , δq is complete.
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Proof. Let pTiqiPN be a regular Cauchy sequence in T ωD . Then δpTn, Tmq ă 2´n, for all
m ě n. Thus, T pnqm “ T pnqn , for all m ě n. In particular, we have that T pnqn “ T pnqn`1. By
Lemma 3.5, T pnqn`1 ă T
pn`1q
n`1 . Moreover, T
pnq
n P T pnqD . Therefore, T “ pT pnqn qnPN P TD. Let
T :“ F ppT pnqn qnPNq. Then, by (3), T pnq “ T pnqn “ T pnqm , for all m ě n, which means that
δpTm, T q ă 2´n, for all m ě n. Hence, pTiqiPN converges to T .
Since there are only finitely many D-trees of hight n, for every natural number n, and, on
the other hand, every infinite D-tree has an initial segment of hight n, pT ωD , δq is also totally
bounded.
Theorem 3.8. pT ωD , δq is compact.
Corollary 3.9. pT ωD , δq is separable.
Proof. Consider the countable family of coverings Cn :“ tBδpx, 2´nq | x P X u with n P N and
apply compactness to obtain a countable dense set of points.
4 Iterated function systems
If X is a Hausdorff space and D a finite set of continuous self-maps d : X Ñ X, then pX,Dq
is an iterated function system (IFS). For our aims we will extend this notion by allowing the
maps d to be of any positive finite arity arpdq.
Definition 4.1. An extended IFS pX,Dq consists of a non-empty Hausdorff space X and a
finite set D of continuous maps d : Xarpdq Ñ X of positive finite arity arpdq.
Definition 4.2. An extended IFS pX,Dq is covering if
X “
ď
t rangepdq | d P D u,
where rangepdq :“ drXarpdqs.
In the context of iterated function systems the notion self-similar is used instead. We think,
however, that in a topological context the above notion is more appropriate.
Covering extended IFS can be characterised co-inductively. Define CX Ď X by
CXpxq ν“ pDd P DqpDy1, . . . , yarpdq P Xqx “ dpy1, . . . , yarpdqq ^ p@1 ď κ ď arpdqqCXpyκq.
Lemma 4.3. Let pX,Dq be covering. Then X “ CX .
Proof. By definition, CX Ď X. The converse inclusion follows with co-induction. Observe to
this end that because of the covering property the defining right hand side in the definition of
CX remains true when CX is replaced by X.
Note that in general, d and y1, . . . , yarpdq are not uniquely determined by x. So, there is no
canonical way to turn pX,Dq into is a ΛD-co-algebra. Moreover, bear in mind that the lemma
holds only classically: there is no way, in general, to compute d and y1, . . . , yarpdq.
Each finite D-tree T defines a continuous map fT : XarpT q Ñ X of arity arpT q:
• If T “ tdu, for some d P D, then arpT q “ arpdq and fT “ d.
• If T “ rd;T1, . . . , Tarpdqs, then arpT q “ řarpdqκ“1 arpTκq and fT “ d ˝ pfT1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ fTarpdqq.
The next result follows by induction on n.
Lemma 4.4. Let pX,Dq be covering. Then for every n P N,
X “
ď
t rangepfT q | T P T pnqD u.
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Obviously, by increasing n one obtains finer coverings. So, one can use finite D-trees as a
road map to find elements of X. Can we therefore use infinite D-trees as their exact addresses?
Lemma 4.5. Let X be compact. Then, for any T P T ωD ,č
nPN rangepfT pnqq ­“ H.
Proof. By induction it follows that for every T P T ωD and each n P N, rangepfT pn`1qq Ď
rangepfT pnqq. Moreover, rangepfT pnqq ­“ H, as X is not empty. Since X is compact, the same
holds for XarpT pnqq. Hence, fT pnqrXarpT pnqqs, as continuous image of a compact set, is compact
as well and thus closed, since X is Hausdorff. Thus, every finite intersection of members of the
family of sets trangepfT pnqqunPN is non-empty and therefore, by the finite intersection property,
also
Ş
nPN rangepfT pnqq is non-empty.
If X is a metric space and all maps in D are contracting, the above intersection will also
contain at most one element. However, this need not hold in general.
Definition 4.6. An extended IFS pX,Dq is
1. compact if X is compact,
2. weakly hyperbolic, if for all T P TD, ‖ŞnPN rangepfT pnqq‖ ď 1,
Proposition 4.7. Let pX,Dq be compact and weakly hyperbolic. Then for all T P TD,
‖
č
nPN rangepfT pnqq‖ “ 1.
We denote the uniquely determined element in
Ş
nPN rangepfT pnqq by rrT ss. rr¨ss : T ωD Ñ X is
called the coding map.
Corollary 4.8. Let pX,Dq be compact as well as weakly hyperbolic, and T P T ωD with T “rd;T1, . . . , Tarpdqs. Then
rrT ss “ dprrT1ss, . . . , rrTarpdqssq.
Proof. By definition, trrT ssu “ ŞnPN rangepfT pnqq. Thus,
trrT ssu “
č
ně1 rangepfT pnqq
“
č
ně1 drrangepfT pn´1q1 q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rangepfT pn´1qarpdq qs
Ě dr
č
ně1 rangepfT pn´1q1 q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rangepfT pn´1qarpdq qs
“ dr
č
ně1 rangepfT pn´1q1 q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ
č
ně0 rangepfT pn´1qarpdq qs
“ tdprrT1ss, . . . , rrTarpdqssqu,
from which the statement follows.
In what follows we mostly deal with extended IFS that are covering, compact and weakly
hyperbolic.
Definition 4.9. A topological digit space pX,Dq is a compact, covering and weakly hyperbolic
extended IFS.
The next question to be addressed is whether every element of X can be coded in the above
way. We start with a technical result.
Lemma 4.10. Let pX,Dq be covering. Then for all n P N, all D-trees S P T pnqD and all
x P rangepfSq there is a D-tree T P T pn`1qD with x P rangepfT q so that S ă T .
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Proof. We prove the statement by induction on n. If n “ 0, S “ teu, for some e P D.
Otherwise, S “ re;S1, . . . , Sarpdqs. Since x P rangepfSq, it follows that there is some ~y P Xarpeq,
say ~y “ py1, . . . , yarpeqq, so that x “ ep~yq. If n “ 0, yκ P X, for 1 ď κ ď arpeq. Otherwise,
yκ P rangepfSκq.
Let us first consider the case that n “ 0. As pX,Dq is covering, there is some dκ P D and
with yκ P rangepdκq, for each 1 ď κ ď arpeq. Set T :“ re; d1, . . . , darpeqs. Then T P T p1q so that
S ă T and x P rangepfT q.
If n ą 0, it follows by the induction hypothesis that for each 1 ď κ ď arpeq there exists
Tκ P T pnqD such that yκ P rangepfTκq and Sκ ă Tκ. Let T :“ re;T1, . . . , Tarpeqs. Then T P T pn`1qD .
Moreover, S ă T and x P rangepfT q.
With the Axiom of Dependent Choice it now follows that for every x P X there is a sequence
pTνqνPN P TD with x P rangepfTν q, from which in turn we obtain with Proposition 3.6 that there
exists a D-tree T P T ωD with x P rangepfT pnqq, for every n P N.
Lemma 4.11. Let pX,Dq be a topological digit space. For all n P N, every S P T pnqD and all
x P X with x P rangepfSq there is some T P T ωD so that T pnq “ S and x “ rrT ss.
It follows that rr¨ss is onto.
Theorem 4.12. Let pX,Dq be a topological digit space. Then the following four statements
hold:
1. rr¨ss : T ωD Ñ X is onto and uniformly continuous.
2. The topology on X is equivalent to the quotient topology induced by rr¨ss.
3. X is metrisable.
4. X is separable.
Proof. (1) Onto-ness is a consequence of what has just been said. Moreover, because of com-
pactness we only need to prove continuity. We show that for each T P T ωD and every open
set O in the Hausdorff topology on X with rrT ss P O there is some number m such that
rangepfT pmqq Ď O.
Since O is open, its complement is closed and hence compact. Moreover,č
n
rangepfT pnqq X pXzOq “ H,
as
Ş
n rangepfT pnqq “ trrT ssu and rrT ss P O. Because of the compactness of X there is thus some
m P N so that also
rangepfT pmqq X pXzOq “ H
Hence, rangepfT pmqq Ď O, which implies that for all S P BδpT, 2´mq, rrSss P O.
(2) As a continuous map on a compact Hausdorff space, rr¨ss is a closed. Continuous closed
maps are well known to be quotient maps (cf. [29, Theorem 9.2]).
(3) X is Hausdorff and, by statement (1), the continuous image of a compact metric space.
As consequence of Urysohn’s metrisation theorem it is therefore metrisable (cf. [29, Corollary
23.2]).
(4) is a consequence of Corollary 3.9, as continuous images of separable spaces are separable
(cf. [29, Theorem 16.4a]).
Corollary 4.13 ([14]). Let pX,Dq be a topological digit space, and T P T ωD . Then for any
x P X,
lim
nÑ8 fT pnqpx
parpT pnqqqq “ rrT ss,
where for n ą 0, xpnq “ px, . . . , xq (n times).
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By Theorem 4.12(4), X is separable. As we will see, several dense subsets of X can be
constructed. Let to this end x P X and define
Q
pxq
D :“ t fSpxparpSqqq | S P TD˚ u.
Lemma 4.14. Let pX,Dq be a topological digit space. Moreover, let z P X. Then QpzqD is dense
in X.
Proof. Let O be open in the topology on X and z P X. Then are T P T ωD and m P N so
that fT pmqrXarpT pmqqs Ď O. In particular, it follows that fT pmqpzparpT pmqqqq P O. Note that
T pmq P TD˚ .
As follows from the second statement of the preceding theorem, X is homeomorph to a
quotient of T ωD . In the classical setting of IFS with all maps in D being unary, Kameyama [21]
showed how the equivalence classes are generated by the kneeding invariant of the system. As
a consequence, the topology on X is determined by the kneeding invariant of the system.
Theorem 4.12(3) shows that no generality is lost if we restrict our considerations to topo-
logical digit spaces pX,Dq such that X is a metric space. The central problem of the research
in [21] was the question whether the metrisation result can be improved in such a way that
the maps in D will be contracting as well. Kameyama gave an example showing that this is
not the case in general. However, important function classes have been found since this study
allowing such a choice, that is, if the maps in D are chosen from one of these classes then
there is a metric that as well generates the given topology on X and turns the maps in D into
contractions. (See [4] for further hints.)
Definition 4.15. A digit space pX,Dq is a compact covering extended IFS such that X is a
metric space, say with metric ρ, and all maps in D are contracting, where powers of X are
endowed with the maximum metric1.
The maps in D will also be called digit maps, or simply digits. As X is compact and the
metric ρ is continuous, we have that X is bounded, that is, there is a number M P N, the bound
of X, so that for all x, y, P X, ρpx, yq ď M . Let q ă 1 be the maximum of the contraction
factors of the digit maps. Then for all d P D and ~x, ~y P Xarpdq, ρpdp~xq, dp~yqq ď q ¨ ρp~x, ~yq. It
follows that every digit space is weakly hyperbolic.
5 Computable digit spaces
The aim of the research in [6, 8, 10] as well as the present paper is to provide a logic-based
approach to computing with continuous data. The generally accepted approach to compute with
such data is Weihrauch’s Type-Two Theory of Effectivity [28]. In this section the equivalence
of both approaches will be derived. To this end we restrict our considerations to digit spaces.
This is the case generally used in application. Moreover, metric spaces have a well developed
computability theory. We need to adapt the notions and proofs presented in [10] to the case of
multi-ary digit functions.
Definition 5.1. [Brattka and Presser [12]] Let pX, ρq be a metric space with countable dense
subspace Q, say
Q “ tu0, u1, . . .u,
the elements of which are called basic elements. Then pX, ρ,Qq is computable if the two sets
tu, v, rq P QˆQˆQ | ρpu, vq ă r u
tu, v, rq P QˆQˆQ | ρpu, vq ą r u
are effectively enumerable, i.e. the function λpu, vq P Q2. ρpu, vq is computable.
1That is for ~x “ px1, . . . , xnq and ~y “ py1, . . . , ynq, ρp~x, ~yq “ max t ρpxν , yνq | 1 ď ν ď n u. Note that we use
the same notation for the metric and its associated maximum metric.
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Note that usually computability is defined on the natural numbers or the set of finite words
over some finite alphabet. Computability in a more abstract setting is then reduced to this case
by using appropriate coding functions. In what follows we will work with finite objects such as
basic elements, tupels as well as finite sets of basic elements, digits or D-trees directly as in the
above definition and leave it to the reader to make statements precise, if wanted. By doing so
we will identify a digit d with the letter d, as we did already in the preceding sections.
Definition 5.2. Let pX, ρ,Qq, pX 1, ρ1, Q1q be metric spaces with countable dense subspaces
Q and Q1, respectively. A uniformly continuous map h : Xi Ñ X 1 is computable if it has a
computable modulus of continuity and there is a procedure Gh, which given ~u P Qi and n P N
computes a basic element v P Q1 with ρ1php~uq, vq ă 2´n.
It is readily seen that the set of computable maps on X is closed under composition.
Definition 5.3. Let pX,Dq be a digit space such that the underlying metric space pX, ρq has
a countable dense subset Q with respect to which it is computable. pX,D,Qq is said to be a
computable digit space if, in addition, all digits d P D are computable.
As will be shown in Section 8, each power of a computable digit space is a computable digit
space again.
Let
AeffX :“ tx P X | there is a procedure that given n P N
computes a basic element u P Q with ρpx, uq ă 2´n u.
We have seen that besidesQ computable digit spaces possess other canonical dense subspaces
Q
pzq
D , for z P AeffX , generated by the digit maps. We want to show that Q and QpzqD are effectively
equivalent in the sense that given u P Q and n P N a finite D-tree S P TD˚ can be computed so
that ρpu, fSpzparpSqqqq ă 2´n, and that similarly there is a computable function ϕ : Nˆ TD˚ Ñ Q
with
ρpfSpzparpSqqq, ϕpn, Sqq ă 2´n,
for all n P N and S P TD˚ . To achieve this, some additional conditions have to hold.
Definition 5.4. An extended IFS pX,Dq is well-covering if every element of X is contained
in the interior intprangepdqq of rangepdq, for some d P D.
Lemma 5.5 ([10]). Let pX,Dq be a well-covering digit space. Then there exists ε P Q` such
that for every x P X there exists d P D with Bρpx, εq Ď rangepdq.
Each such ε P Q` will be called well-covering number. Note that in the proof one only
uses that the sets rangepdq are closed; the d are just indices. Obviously, if ε is a well-covering
number then every ε1 P Q` with ε1 ă ε is a well-covering number as well.
Definition 5.6. Let pX,D,Qq be a computable digit space. We call pX,D,Qq
1. decidable if for u P Q, θ P Q` and d P D it can be decided whether Bρpu, θq Ď rangepdq;
2. constructively dense if there is a procedure that, given θ P Q`, d P D and u P rangepdqXQ,
computes a ~v P Qarpdq with ρpu, dp~vqq ă θ.
Lemma 5.7. Let pX,D,Qq be a well-covering, decidable and constructively dense computable
digit space and z P AeffX . Then, for every u P Q and n P N, a finite D-tree S can effectively be
found such that ρpu, fSpzparpSqqqq ă 2´n.
Proof. Let ε be a well-covering number for pX,Dq and set
jpnq :“ min t i P N | qi ¨M ă 2´n u. (4)
For k P N and v P Q, let Hpk, vq be the following recursive procedure:
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Use the decidability of pX,D,Qq to find some e P D with Bρpv, εq Ď rangepeq. If
k “ 0, output e. Otherwise, let
θ :“ qk ¨M{jpn` 1q
and use computable density to find some ~v1 P Qarpeq such that ρpv, ep~v1qq ď θ.
Output the D-tree
re;Hpk ´ 1, v11q, . . . ,Hpk ´ 1, v1arpeqqs.
Let T :“ Hpk, vq. We show by induction on k that
ρpv, fT pzparpT qqqq ď p1` k{jpn` 1qq ¨ qk ¨M.
If k “ 0, we have that T “ e, for some e P D. Hence,
ρpv, epzparpeqqqq ďM ď 1 ¨ q0 ¨M.
If k ą 0, there are e P D, ~v1 P Qarpeq and T1, . . . , Tarpeq P TD˚ with Tκ “ Hpk ´ 1, v1κq, for
1 ď κ ď arpeq, so that T “ re;T1, . . . , Tarpeqs and ρpv, ep~v1qq ď qk ¨M{jpn` 1q. Then,
ρpv, fT pzparpT qqqq ď ρpv, ep~v1qq ` ρpep~v1q, fT pzparpT qqqq
“ ρpv, ep~v1qq ` ρpep~v1q, epfT1pzparpT1qqq, . . . , fTarpeqpzparpTarpeqqqqqq
ď qk ¨M{jpn` 1q ` q ¨max
κ
ρpv1κ, fTκpzparpTκqqqq
ď qk ¨M{jpn` 1q ` q ¨ p1` pk ´ 1qq{jpn` 1q ¨ qk´1 ¨M
“ p1` k{jpn` 1qq ¨ qk ¨M.
With S :“ Hpjpnq, uq we thus have that ρpu, fSpzparpSqqqq ă 2´n.
Lemma 5.8. Let pX,D,Qq be a computable digit space and z P AeffX . Then there is a procedure
H 1, which given S P TD˚ and n P N, produces a basic element v P Q so that ρpfSpzparpSqqq, vq ă
2´n.
Proof. Since z P AeffX , there is a procedure F which on input n P N computes a basic element
u P Q with ρpz, uq ă 2´n. Now, define H 1 to be the following recursive procedure:
On input n, if S “ d, first apply the procedure F on input n ` 1, say the output is u P Q,
and then apply Gd to uparpdqq and n`1. Otherwise, assume that T “ re;T1, . . . , Tarpeqs and that
the results of applying H 1 on input Tκ and n` 1, for each 1 ď κ ď arpeq, are u1, . . . , uarpeq P Q.
Then output the result of applying Ge to input pu1, . . . , uarpeqq and n` 1.
Summing up we obtain the following result.
Proposition 5.9. Let pX,D,Qq be a well-covering, decidable and constructively dense com-
putable digit space. Then, for each z P AeffX , the topological bases Q and QpzqD are effectively
equivalent.
Next, we will consider the set of computable elements of a digit space. Usually an element
of some abstract space is considered computable when it has a computable representative.
Elements of an IFS are represented by infinite D-trees.
Definition 5.10. Let pX,Dq be an extended IFS. A D-tree T P T ωD is said to be computable if
its associated sequence pT pnqqnPN of finite D-trees is computable.
An element x of an IFS pX,Dq is computable if there is a computable tree T P T ωD withrrT ss “ x. We denote the set of all computable elements of X by Xc.
Let pX,Dq be a digit space and x P X be computable. Moreover, let this be witnessed by
T P T ωD . Then we have for any z P AeffX and n P N that ρpx, fT pnqpzarpT pnqqqq ď qn ¨M . Assume
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that pX,D,Qq is computable. Then it follows with Lemma 5.8 that, for any given n P N, we can
compute a basic element v P Q with ρpfT jpn`1qpzparpT jpn`1qqqq, vq ă 2´n´1. Here, the function j
is as in (4). It follows that ρpx, vq ă 2´n. This shows that Xc Ď AeffX . The converse implication
will be a consequence of Theorem 7.2 derived in Section 7 in a constructive fashion. To this
end a further condition is needed.
Definition 5.11. 2 A computable digit space pX,D,Qq has approximable choice if for every
d P D there is an effective procedure λpθ, uq. vθu : Q` ˆ intprangepdqq XQÑ Qarpdq such that for
all θ P Q`:
1. For all u P intprangepdqq XQ and all θ˜ P Q`, ρpvθu, vθ˜uq ă maxtθ, θ˜u.
2. One can compute θ1 P Q` such that for all u, u1 P intprangepdqq XQ, if ρpu, u1q ă θ1 then
ρpvθu, vθu1q ă θ.
3. For all u P intprangepdqq XQ there is some ~y P d´1rtuus with ρp~y, vθuq ă θ.
Obviously, every computable digit space with approximable choice is constructively dense.
Proposition 5.12. Let pX,D,Qq be a well-covering and decidable computable digit space with
approximable choice. Then Xc “ Aeff.
Proposition 5.13. Let pX,D,QXq and pY,E,QY q be computable digit spaces such that pY,E,
QY q is decidable and well-covering. Then a map f : Xarpfq Ñ Y is computable if, and only if,
there is a computable map ζ : Q` Ñ Q` and a procedure H so that for any ε P Q` and every
~u P QarpfqX , H outputs a v P QY with f rBρX p~u, ζpεqqs Ď BρY pv, εq.
Proof. Assume that f : Xm Ñ Y is computable. Then f has a computable modulus of continu-
ity ζ : Q` Ñ Q`. Moreover, let ε, ε1 P Q` such that ε is a well-covering number of pY,E,QY q.
Set δ :“ ζpε1{2q and, without restriction, suppose that ε1 ď . Then for ~u P Qm use de-
cidability to pick some e P E with BρY pfp~uq, ε¯1q Ď rangepeq. Since e is computable, we can
effectively find some v P QY with ρY pfp~uq, vq ă ε1{2. Then it follows for ~x P Bρxp~u, δq that
ρY pfp~xq, fp~uqq ă ε1{2. Hence, ρpfp~xq, vq ď ρY pfp~xq, fp~uqq ` ρY pfp~uq, vq ă ε1.
For the converse implication let ε P Q` and ~x P Xm. Set δ :“ ζpε{2q. Because of the density
of QX there is some ~u P QmX with ρXp~x, ~uq ă δ{2. Then we have for ~x1 P Xm with ρXp~x, ~x1q ă
δ{2 that ~x, ~x1 P BρX p~u, δq, which implies that fp~xq, fp~x1q P BρY pv, ε{2q, i.e., ρpfp~xq, fp~x1qq ă ε.
Since we have in addition that for any n P N and all ~u P QmX a v P QY with
f rBρX p~u, ζp2´nqqs Ď BρY pv, 2´nq
can effectively be found, which in particular means that ρpfp~uq, vq ă 2´n, it follows that f is
computable.
Thus, the computable maps between decidable and well-covering computable digit spaces
are exactly the maps that are uniformly continuous in a constructive sense.
Definition 5.14. For f : Xarpfq Ñ X, a map f 1 : rangepfq Ñ Xarpfq is a right inverse of f , if
f ˝ f 1 is the identity on rangepfq.
Proposition 5.15. A computable digit space pX,D,Qq has approximable choice if, and only
if, every d P D has a computable right inverse.
Proof. Assume that pX,D,Qq has approximable choice, and let d P D and x P rangepdq.
Because of density there is some um P QX intprangepdqq with ρpx, umq ă 2´m, for all m P N.
Use approximable choice to pick the function λpθ, uq.vθu. For θn :“ 2´n´4, pick θ1 P Q`
according to approximable choice, part (2). Let Nn ě 0 such that ρpx, umq ă θ1{3, for m ě
Nn. Without restriction let Nn be such that Nn ě Ni, for all i ă n. Set vn :“ vθnuNn . By
approximable choice, part (3), there is some zn P d´1rtuNnus with ρpzn, vnq ă θn. Because of
the assumption on Nn, we have that ρpuNm , uNnq ă θ1, for m ě n. Hence, ρpvm, vnq ă θn.
2This definition slightly differs from the one given in [10].
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It follows that ρpzm, znq ă 3θn ă 2´n. Thus, pznqnPN is a regular Cauchy sequence. Since
pXarpdq, ρq is complete, it converges to some ypuiq P Xarpdq. As d is continuous, we obtain that
dpypumqq “ limnÑ8 dpznq “ limnÑ8un “ x.
Now, let x1 P rangepdq with ρpx, x1q ă θ1{3 as well as u1i P QX intprangepdqq with ρpx1, u1mq ă
2´m, for m P N. Moreover, let N 1n ě 0 such that ρpx1, u1mq ă θ1{3, for m ě N 1n. Without
restriction assume that N 1n ě N 1i , for all i ă n. Finally, let v1n :“ vθnu1
N1n
and z1n P d´1rtuN 1nus with
ρpz1n, v1nq ă θn. Then ρpuNn , u1N 1nq ă θ1 and hence ρpvn, v1nq ă θn. It follows that ρpzn, z1nq ă 3θn
and thus ρpypumq, ypu1mqq ă 9θn ă 2´n.
For x “ x1, we obtain that ypumq “ ypu1mq, i.e., y does not depend on the choice of the
approximating sequence pumqmPN. Define d1pxq :“ y. By what we have just shown, d1 is
uniformly continuous with computable modulus of continuity. Moreover, since ρpd1pxq, vnq ď
ρpd1pxq, znq ` ρpzn, vnq ă 4θn “ 2´n, it follows that d1 is also computable.
Conversely, let d1 be a right inverse of d. For θ P Q` let
mpθq :“ min tm P N | 2´m ď θ u.
Since d1 is computable, we can compute for any given u P QX intprangepdqq and n P N a basic
element vn P Qarpdq so that ρpd1puq, vnq ă 2´n. Set vθu :“ vmpθq`2. It remains to verify the
conditions in Definition 5.11:
(1) Let θ, θ¯ P Q`. Without restriction let θ ě θ¯. Then
ρpvθu, vθ¯uq ď ρpvθu, d1puqq ` ρpd1puq, vθ¯uq ă 2´mpθq´1 ă θ.
(2) As d1 has a computable modulus of continuity, for given θ P Q` we can compute a
θ1 P Q` such that for u, u1 P QX intprangepdqq, if ρpu, u1q ă θ1 then ρpd1puq, d1pu1qq ă θ{2, from
which it follows that ρpvθu, vθu1q ă θ.
(3) is obvious: choose ~y :“ d1puq.
In Type-Two Theory of Effectivity an element x P X is defined to be computable, if it
is contained in AeffX . So, it follows that both computability notions coincide. In the present
approach elements of X are represented by infinite D-trees T , and/or the corresponding se-
quences pT pnqqnPN of initial segments. Similarly, in Type-Two Theory of Effectivity an element
x is represented by an infinite sequence punqnPN of basic elements with ρpx, unq ă 2´n. The
resulting representation is called Cauchy representation ρC . As follows from the results in this
section, one can computably pass from an infinite stream T p0q : T p1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ of finite D-trees to
an infinite sequence punqnPN of basic elements so that ρprrT ss, unq ă 2´n, and vice versa. This
means that there are computable translations between both representations as summarised by
the next result.
Theorem 5.16. Let pX,D,Qq be a well-covering and decidable computable digit space with
approximable choice. Then there are computable operators F : T ωD Ñ Qω and G : Qω á T ωD
such that for T P T ωD and w P dompGq,3
ρCpF pT qq “ rrT ss and rrGpwqss “ ρCpwq.
6 Extracting digital trees from co-inductive proofs
In this section we recast the theory of topological digit spaces in a constructive setting with the
aim to extract programs that provide effective representations of certain objects or transforma-
tions between different representations. As one of the main results on this basis we will obtain
effective transformations between the Cauchy representation of digit spaces and the digital tree
representation showing that the two representations are effectively equivalent. The method of
3We use the notation f : X á Y to denote partial maps f from X to Y with dompfq as its domain of
definition.
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program extraction is based on a version of realisability, and the main constructive definition
and proof principle will be co-induction. The advantage of the constructive approach lies in
the fact that proofs can be carried out in a representation-free way. Constructive logic and
the Soundness Theorem guarantee automatically that proofs are witnessed by effective and
provably correct transformations on the level of representations.
Regarding the theory of realisability and its applications to constructive analysis we refer the
reader to Schwichtenberg and Wainer [25], Berger and Seisenberger [9] and Berger [6]. Here, we
only recall main facts. We largely follow the exposition in [10]. The logic used is many-sorted
first-order logic extended by the formation of inductive and co-inductive predicates. Note that
although the logic is based on intuitionistic logic a fair amount of classical logic is available. For
example, any disjunction-free formula that is classically true may be admitted as an axiom [11].
Realisability assigns to each formula A an unary predicate RpAq to be thought of as the
set of realisers of A. Instead of RpAqpaq one often writes a rA (“a realises A”). The realiser a
can be typed or untyped, but for the understanding of what follows, details about the nature
of realisers are irrelevant. It suffices to think of them as being (idealised, but executable)
functional programs or (Oracle-)Turing machines. The crucial clauses of realisability for the
propositional connectives are:
c r pA_Bq :“ pDaqpc “ p0, aq ^ a rAq _ pDbqpc “ p1, bq ^ b rBq
f r pAÑ Bq :“ p@aqpa rAÑ fpaq rBq
c r pA^Bq :“ p0pcq rA^ p1pcq rB
c rK :“ K.
Hence, an implication is realised by a function and a conjunction by a pair (accessed by left
and right projections, p0p¨q, p1p¨q).
Quantifiers are treated uniformly in this version of realisability:
a r p@xqApxq :“ p@xq a rApxq
a r pDxqApxq :“ pDxq a rApxq.
By this way, variables x are allowed to range over abstract mathematical objects without
prescribed computational meaning. Therefore, the usual interpretation of a r p@xqApxq to mean
p@xq apxq rApxq makes no sense as one would use the abstract object x as input to the program
a.
For atomic formulas P p~tq, where P is a predicate and ~t are terms, realisability is defined in
terms of a chosen predicate P˜ with one extra argument place, that is,
a rP p~tq :“ P˜ pa,~tq.
The choice of the predicate P˜ allows to fine tune the computational content of proofs.
So far, only first-order logic has been covered. Next, we explain how inductive and co-
inductive definitions are realised. An inductively defined predicate P is defined as the least
fixed point of a monotone predicate transformer ΦpX,~xq, that is the formula p@~xqpXp~xq Ñ
Y p~xqq Ñ p@~xqpΦpX,~xq Ñ ΦpY, ~xqq, with free predicate variables X and Y , must be provable.
Then one has the closure axiom
p@~xqpΦpP, ~xq Ñ P p~xqq
as well as the induction schema
p@~xqpΦpA, ~xq Ñ Ap~xqq Ñ p@~xqpP p~xq Ñ Ap~xqq
for every predicate A defined by some formula Ap~xq as Ap~xq Ø Ap~xq. Realisability for P is
defined by defining P˜ inductively by the operator Φ˜pX˜, a, ~xq :“ a rΦpX,~xq. This means one
has the closure axion
p@a, ~xqpa rΦpP, ~xq Ñ P˜ pa, ~xqq
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as well as the induction schema:
p@a, ~xqpa rΦpA, ~xq Ñ Apa, ~xqq Ñ p@a, ~xqpP˜ pa, ~xq Ñ Apa, ~xqq.
Dually, Φ also gives rise to a co-inductively defined predicate Q defined as the greatest fixed
point of Φ. Hence, one has the co-closure axiom
p@~xqpQp~xq Ñ ΦpQ,~xqq
and the co-induction schema:
p@~xqpAp~xq Ñ ΦpA, ~xqq Ñ p@~xqpAp~xq Ñ Qp~xqq.
Realisability for Q is defined by defining Q˜ co-inductively by the same operator Φ˜ as above,
hence, the co-closure axiom
p@a, ~xqpQ˜pa, ~xq Ñ a rΦpQ,~xqq
and the co-induction schema:
p@a, ~xqpApa, ~xq Ñ a rΦpA, ~xqq Ñ p@a, ~xqpApa, ~xq Ñ Q˜pa, ~xqq.
The basis of program extraction from proofs is the Soundness Theorem.
Soundness Theorem. From a constructive proof of a formula A from assumptions B1, . . . , Bn
one can extract a program Mpa1, . . . , anq such that Mpa1, . . . , anq rA is provable from the as-
sumptions a1 rB1, . . . , an rBn.
If one wants to apply this theorem to obtain a program realising formula A one must
provide terms K1, . . . ,Kn realising the assumptions B1, . . . , Bn. Then it follows that the term
MpK1, . . . ,Knq realises A.
That realisers do actually compute witnesses is shown in Berger [5] and Berger and Seisen-
berger [9] by a Computational Witness Theorem that relates the denotational definition of
realisability with a lazy operational semantics.
There is an important class of formulas where realisers do not matter: A formula B is
non-computational if
p@aqpa rB Ø Bq.
Non-computational formulas can simplify program extraction of realisers dramatically. We will,
however, not go into further details here and refer the reader to [10].
In formalising the theory of topological digit spaces, the real number set as well as the
underlying spaceX are regarded as a sort. All arithmetic constants and functions we wish to talk
about as well as the metric ρ, in case X is a metric space, are admitted as constant or function
symbols. The predicates “, ă and ď are considered as non-computational. Furthermore, all
true non-computational statements about real number as well as the axioms of a metric space
are admitted as axioms.
In order to be able to deal with the hyperspace of non-empty compact sets, which will
be studied in Section 9, a powersort Ppxq is added for every sort x, equipped with a non-
computational element-hood relation , as well as a function sort sÑ t for any two sorts s and
t, equipped with an application operation and operations such as composition. In addition, for
every non-computational formula Apxq the comprehension axiom
pDuqp@xqpx  uØ Apxqq
is added. (Apxq may contain other free variables than x.) This is an example of a non-
computational formula we wish to accept as true. Again, we refer to [10] for further details and
examples.
In Lemma 4.3 a co-inductive characterisation for covering extended IFS was derived. Clas-
sically, this is rather uninteresting, but, constructively, it is significant, since, as we will see
next, from a constructive proof of CXpxq one can extract a D-tree T P T ωD so that rrT ss “ x.
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Theorem 6.1. Let pX,Dq be a topological digit space. Then the realisers of a statement CXpxq
are exactly the D-trees T P T ωD representing x, that is
T r pCXpxqq ðñ rrT ss “ x.
In particular, from a constructive proof of CXpxq one can extract an infinite D-tree represen-
tation of x.
Proof. By the realisability definition above the predicate T rCXpxq is defined co-inductively as
rd;T1, . . . , Tarpdqs rCXpxq ν“
pDy1, . . . , yarpdq P Xqx “ dpy1, . . . , yarpdqq ^ p@1 ď κ ď arpdqqTκ rCXpyκq.
(5)
This allows us to show the ‘if’ part by co-induction. That means we have to show that the
implication from left to right in (5) holds if the relation ¨ r ¨ is replaced by the relation rr¨ss “ ¨.
This, however, is consequence of Corollary 4.8.
For the converse implication it is sufficient to show that
p@n P Nqp@T P T ωD qp@x P Xq pT rCXpxq ñ x P rangepfT pnqqq,
which we do by induction on n. Assume that T rCXpxq. Then T “ rd;T1, . . . , Tarpdqs and there
are y1, . . . , yarpdq P X so that x “ dpy1, . . . , yarpdqq and Tκ rCXpyκq, for 1 ď κ ď arpdq. It follows
that x P rangepdq. Thus the case n “ 0 ist true. If n ą 0, it follows by the induction hypothesis
that yκ P rangepfT pn´1qκ q. Hence, x P rangepfT pnqq.
7 Equivalence with the Cauchy representation
As pointed out above, we will now derive the equivalence between the Cauchy representation
used in Type-Two Theory of Effectivity and the tree representation introduced here in a con-
structive fashion. Formalised in many-sorted first-order logic extended by the formation of
inductive and co-inductive predicates, the proofs allow the extraction of programs computing
translations between the two representations. The method of proof extraction is based on a
version of realisability. As said, the advantage of the constructive approach lies in the fact that
proofs can be carried out in a representation-free way.
Let pX,D,Qq be a computable digit space and let the predicate AX Ď X be defined by:
AXpxq :ô p@n P NqpDu P Qq ρpx, uq ă 2´n.
A realiser of AXpxq is a regular Cauchy sequence in X converging to x and a realiser of CXpxq
is a D-tree T P T ωD such that x “ rrT ss.
Theorem 7.1. Let pX,D,Qq be a computable digit space. Then CX Ď AX .
Proof. Fix z P AeffX . Because of Lemma 5.8 it suffices to show that
p@n P Nqp@x P XqpCXpxq Ñ pDu P QpzqD q ρpx, uq ďM ¨ qnq,
which will be done by induction on n. If n “ 0, let u be any element in QpzqD . For n ` 1,
assume CXpxq. Then there are d P D and y1, . . . , yarpdq P X with CXpyκq, for 1 ď κ ď r,
so that x “ dpy1, . . . , yarpdqq. By induction hypothesis, there exist v1, . . . , varpdq P QpzqD such
that for all 1 ď κ ď arpdq, ρpyκ, vκq ă M ¨ qn. Set u :“ dpv1, . . . , varpdqq. Then u P QpzqD and
ρpx, uq ď q ¨maxκ ρpyκ, vκq ďM ¨ qn`1.
Theorem 7.2. Let pX,D,Qq be a well-covering and decidable computable digit space with
approximable choice. Then AX Ď CX .
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Proof. The theorem is derived by co-induction. Hence assume AXpxq. We have to find d P D
and y1, . . . , yarpdq P X so that x “ dpy1, . . . , yarpdqq and AXpyκq, for 1 ď κ ď arpdq. Let ε P Q`
be a well-covering number. Using AXpxq, pick uˆ P Q such that ρpx, uˆq ă ε{2. Pick d P D such
that Bρpuˆ, εq Ď rangepdq. Then x P Bρpuˆ, εq.
By Proposition 5.15, d has a computable right inverse d1. Set ~y :“ d1pxq. Since d1 has a
computable modulus of continuity, we can, given n P N, compute a number kpnq so that for
x1, x2 P rangepdq, if ρpx1, x2q ă 2´kpnq then ρpd1px1q, d1px2qq ă 2´n´1. Using assumption AXpxq
again, we find u P Q such that ρpx, uq ă 2´kpnq. It follows that ρpd1pxq, d1puqq ă 2´n´1. By
the computability of d1 we can moreover compute a basic element ~v P Qarpdq with ρpd1puq, ~vq ă
2´n´1. Hence, ρp~y,~vq ă 2´n. Let ~y “ py1, . . . , yarpdqq and ~v “ pv1, . . . , varpdqq, then we have
that ρpyκ, vκq ă 2´n, for 1 ď κ ď arpdq, which shows that AXpyκq.
8 Products
In this and the following section we study how canonical IFS structures can be introduced on
spaces obtained by the usual constructions of new spaces from given ones, and whether the
properties examined so far are inherited in these cases. We start with the product construction.
LetX1, . . . , Xn be non-empty topological spaces andX1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆXn endowed with the product
topology. As is well known, X1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Xn is Hausdorff, exactly if Xi is Hausdorff, for each
1 ď i ď n; and analogously for compactness by Tychonov’s Theorem [29].
Now, assume that pX1, D1q, . . . , pXn, Dnq are extended IFS. Without restriction suppose
that all d P Ťni“1Di have the same arity, say sD. Otherwise, let sD :“ max t arpdq | d P Ťni“1Di u
and replace d P Di by dˆ defined by
dˆpx1, . . . , xsD q :“ dpx1, . . . , xarpdqq,
for x1, . . . , xsD P Xi.
We will introduce an IFS structure on
Śn
i“1Xi. For pd1, . . . , dnq P
Śn
i“1Di define
xd1, . . . , dny : pŚni“1XiqsD ÑŚni“1Xi
by
xd1, . . . , dnyppxp1q1 , . . . , xp1qn q, . . . , pxpsDq1 , . . . , xpsDqn qq :“
pd1pxp1q1 , . . . , xpsDq1 q, . . . , dnpxp1qn , . . . , xpsDqn qq,
for pxp1q1 , . . . , xp1qn q, . . . , pxpsDq1 , . . . , xpsDqn q P
Śn
i“1Xi, and let
Dˆ :“ t xd1, . . . , dny | pd1, . . . , dnq PŚni“1Di u.
Proposition 8.1. Let pX1, D1q, . . . , pXn, Dnq be extended IFS. Then also pŚni“1Xi, Dˆq is an
extended IFS. Moreover, the following statements hold:
1. If pXi, Diq is compact, for all 1 ď i ď n, so is pŚni“1Xi, Dˆq.
2. If pXi, Diq is covering, for all 1 ď i ď n, so is pŚni“1Xi, Dˆq.
3. If pXi, Diq is well-covering, for all 1 ď i ď n, so is pŚni“1Xi, Dˆq.
Proof. (1) follows with Tychonov’s Theorem.
(2) As is ensued by the definition of xd1, . . . , dny,
rangepxd1, . . . , dnyq “
ną
i“1
rangepdiq. (6)
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Hence, ď
t rangepxd1, . . . , dnyq | pd1, . . . , dnq PŚni“1Di u
“
ď
tŚni“1 rangepdiq | pd1, . . . , dnq PŚni“1Di u
“
ną
i“1
ď
t rangepdiq | di P Di u
“
ną
i“1
Xi.
(3) follows similarly as intpŚni“1 rangepdiqq “Śni“1 intprangepdiqq.
When dealing with a tuple ~x via the extended IFS pŚni“1Xi, Dˆq, ~x is considered as a struc-
tureless object, not as a composed one. We will now investigate how from a tree representing
~x we can access the components of ~x.
For 1 ď i ď n define the map Prpnqi : T ωDˆ Ñ T ωDi co-recursively by
rootpPrpnqi prxd1, . . . , dny;T1, . . . , TsD sqq :“ di
subtreepPrpnqi prxd1, . . . , dny;T1, . . . , TsD sqq :“ pPrpnqi pT1q, . . . ,Prpnqi pTsD qq.
Similarly, define Conspnq :
Śn
i“1 T ωDi Ñ T ωDˆ by
rootpConspnqprd1;T p1q1 , . . . , T p1qsD s, . . . , rdn;T pnq1 , . . . , T pnqsD sqq :“ xd1, . . . , dny
subtreepConspnqprd1;T p1q1 , . . . , T p1qsD s, . . . , rdn;T pnq1 , . . . , T pnqsD sqq :“
pConspnqpT p1q1 , . . . , T pnq1 q, . . . ,ConspnqpT p1qsD , . . . , T pnqsD qq.
Proposition 8.2. Let pX1, D1q, . . . , pXn, Dnq be extended IFS. Then for every infinite Dˆ-tree
T P T ωDˆ ,
T “ ConspnqpPrpnq1 pT q, . . . ,Prpnqn pT qq.
Proof. Apply the co-induction proof principle.
This result allows us to study the inheritability of weak hyperbolicity of extended IFS to
their product.
Lemma 8.3. For all m P N and all T P T ωDˆ ,
rangepfT pmqq “
ną
i“1
rangepf
Pr
pnq
i pT qpmqq.
Proof. We proof the statement by induction on m. Let T “ rxd1, . . . , dny;T1, . . . , TsD s.
In case m “ 0, we have that T p0q “ txd1, . . . , dnyu and Prpnqi pT qp0q “ tdiu. Hence, fT p0q “xd1, . . . , dny and fPrpnqi pT qp0q “ di. As seen in (6), the statement thus holds in this case.
Now, suppose that m ą 0. Then
fT pmq “ xd1, . . . , dny ˝ pfT pm´1q1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ fT pm´1qsD q
and
f
Pr
pnq
i pT qpmq “ di ˝ pfPrpnqi pT1qpm´1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ fPrpnqi pTsD qpm´1qq.
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Therefore, it follows with the induction hypothesis that
rangepfT pmqq “ xd1, . . . , dnyr
sDą
i“1
rangepf
T
pm´1q
i
qs
“ xd1, . . . , dnyr
sDą
i“1
ną
j“1
rangepf
Pr
pnq
j pTiqpm´1qqs
“
ną
j“1
djr
sDą
i“1
rangepf
Pr
pnq
j pTiqm´1qs
“
ną
j“1
rangepf
Pr
pnq
j pT qm´1q.
As a consequence of the preceding lemma we obtain for T P T ωDˆ thatč
mě1
rangepfT pnqq “
č
mě1
ną
i“1
rangepf
Pr
pnq
i pT qpmqq “
ną
i“1
č
mě1
rangepf
Pr
pnq
i pT qpmqq,
form which the subsequent results immediately follow.
Proposition 8.4. Let pX1, D1q, . . . , pXn, Dnq be extended IFS. Then the following two state-
ments hold:
1. If pXi, Diq is weakly hyperbolic, for 1 ď i ď n, so is pŚni“1Xi, Dˆq.
2. If pXi, Diq is both, compact and weakly hyperbolic, for 1 ď i ď n, then
rrT ss “ prrPrpnq1 pT qss, . . . , rrPrpnqn pT qssq.
Let us sum up what we have obtained so far in this section.
Theorem 8.5. Let pX1, D1q, . . . , pXn, Dnq be topological digit spaces. Then pŚni“1Xi, Dˆq is
a topological digit space as well.
For the remainder of this section we will restrict our investigations to the special case of
digit spaces.
Proposition 8.6. For 1 ď i ď n, let pXi, Diq be a digit space with metric ρi. Then the
following statements hold:
1. pŚni“1Xi, Dˆq is a digit space with respect to the maximum metric ρ.
2. If for each 1 ď i ď n, Qi is a countable dense subset of Xi so that pXi, ρi, Qiq is com-
putable, then
Śn
i“1Qi is a countable dense subset of
Śn
i“1Xi with p
Śn
i“1Xi, ρ,
Śn
i“1Qiq
being computable as well.
3. If for every 1 ď i ď n, pXi, Di, Qiq is a computable digit space, then so is pŚni“1Xi, Dˆ,Śn
i“1Qiq.
Proof. (1) As we have already seen, pŚni“1Xi, Dˆq is a compact covering extended IFS. It
remains to show that all maps in Dˆ are contractive.
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For 1 ď i ď n, let qi be the contraction factor of di, and be q their maximum. For 1 ď j ď sD,
let ~xpjq, ~ypjq PŚni“1Xi with ~xpjq “ pxpjq1 , . . . , xpjqn q and similarly for ~ypjq. Then
ρpxd1, . . . , dnyp~xp1q, . . . , ~xpsDqq, xd1, . . . , dnyp~yp1q, . . . , ~ypsDqqq
“ ρppd1pxp1q1 , . . . , xpsDq1 q, . . . , dnpxp1qn , . . . , xpsDqn qq,
pd1pyp1q1 , . . . , ypsDq1 q, . . . , dnpyp1qn , . . . , ypsDqn qqq
“ nmax
i“1 ρipdipx
p1q
i , . . . , x
psDq
i q, dipyp1qi , . . . , ypsDqi qq
ď qi ¨ nmax
i“1 ρppx
p1q
i , . . . , x
psDq
i q, pyp1qi , . . . , ypsDqi qq
ď q ¨ nmax
i“1
sD
max
j“1 ρjpx
pjq
i , y
pjq
i q
“ q ¨ sDmax
j“1
n
max
i“1 ρjpx
pjq
i , y
pjq
i q
“ q ¨ sDmax
j“1 ρp~x
pjq, ~ypjqq
“ q ¨ ρpp~xp1q, . . . , ~xpsDqq, p~yp1q, . . . , ~ypsDqqq.
(2) As is well known,
Śn
i“1Qi is a countable dense subset of
Śn
i“1, and obviously p
Śn
i“1Xi,
ρ,
Śn
i“1Qiq is a computable metric space.
(3) It remains to verify that all digits in Dˆ are computable. For 1 ď i ď n, let ki be a
computable modulus of continuity for digit di and set kpθq :“ min t kipθq | 1 ď i ď n u, where
θ P Q`. Moreover, for 1 ď j ď sD, let ~upjq, ~vpjq P Śni“1Qi with ~upjq “ pupjq1 , . . . , upjqn q and
similarly for ~vpjq. If we assume that
ρpp~up1q, . . . , ~upsDqq, p~vp1q, . . . , ~vpsDqqq ď kpθq
then we obtain for all 1 ď i ď n that
ρppup1qi , . . . , upsDqi q, pvp1qi , . . . , vpsDqi qq ď kipθq.
Hence,
ρipdipup1qi , . . . , upsDqi q, dipvp1qi , . . . , vpsDqi qq ď θ,
for all 1 ď i ď n. Thus,
ρpxd1, . . . , dnyp~up1q, . . . , ~upsDqq, xd1, . . . , dnyp~vp1q, . . . , ~vpsDqqq ď θ.
By our assumption there is a procedure Gpiqd , for each 1 ď i ď n and d P Di, such that for
any given ~u P QsDi and m P N, Gpiqd computes a basic element v P Qi with ρipdp~uq, vq ă 2´m.
Now, let xd1, . . . , dny P Dˆ and let Gxd1,...,dny be the procedure that operates as follows:
Given m P N and ~up1q, . . . , ~upsdq P Śnj“1Qj with ~upjq “ pupjq1 , . . . , upsDqn q: For each
1 ď i ď n, apply Gpiqdi to pup1qi , . . . , upsDqi q and m, and let vi be the corresponding
output. Then output pv1, . . . , vnq.
It follows that
ρpxd1, . . . , dnyp~up1q, . . . , ~upsDqq, pv1, . . . .vnqq
“ ρppd1pup1q1 , . . . , upsDq1 q, . . . , dnpup1qn , . . . , upsDqn qq, pv1, . . . , vnqq
“ nmax
i“1 ρipdipu
p1q
i , . . . , u
psDq
i q, viq
ă 2´m.
Proposition 8.7. Let pX1, D1, Q1q, . . . , pXn, Dn, Qnq be decidable computable digit spaces.
Then pŚni“1Xi, Dˆ,Śni“1Qiq is decidable as well.
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Proof. Note that for ~u PŚni“1Qi with ~u “ pu1, . . . , unq and θ P Q`,
Bρp~u, θq “
ną
i“1
Bρipui, θq.
With (6) we therefore obtain that for xd1, . . . , dny P Dˆ,
Bρp~u, θq Ď rangepxd1, . . . , dnyq ô p@1 ď i ď nqBρipui, θq Ď rangepdiq,
from which the statement follows.
Proposition 8.8. Let pX1, D1, Q1q, . . . , pXn, Dn, Qnq be computable digit spaces having ap-
proximable choice. Then also pŚni“1Xi, Dˆ,Śni“1Qiq has approximable choice.
Proof. For 1 ď i ď n and d P Di, let λpθ, uq. dvθu : Q` ˆ intprangepdqq XQi Ñ QsDi be the effec-
tive procedure existing for d, as pXi, Di, Qiq has approximable choice. Then for xd1, . . . , dny P
Dˆ, define the procedure
λpθ, pu1, . . . , unqq. vθpu1,...,unq : Q` ˆ intprangepxd1, . . . , dnyqq X
Śn
j“1Qj Ñ p
Śn
j“1QjqsD
as follows:
For 1 ď i ď n, let divθui “ pvp1qi , . . . , vpsDqi q. Then set
vθpu1,...,unq :“ ppvp1q1 , . . . , vp1qn q, . . . , pvpsDq1 , . . . , vpsDqn qq.
It remains to verify the conditions in Definition 5.11.
(1) By our assumption we have for 1 ď i ď n and θ˜ P Q` that ρipdivθui , divθ˜uiq ă maxtθ, θ˜u.
Therefore,
ρpvθpu1,...,unq, vθ˜pu1,...,unqq “
sD
max
j“1
n
max
i“1 ρipv
pjq
i , v˜
pjq
i q ă maxtθ, θ˜u,
where pv˜p1qi , . . . , v˜psDqi q :“ divθ˜ui .
(2)Let pu1, . . . , unq, pu11, . . . , u1nq P intprangepxd1, . . . , dnyqq X
Śn
j“1Qj . As follows from
our supposition, some θ1i P Q` can be computed, for each 1 ď i ď n, so that, if
ρipui, u1iq ă θ1i then ρpdivθui , divθu1iq ă θ. Set θ1 :“ min t θ1i | 1 ď i ď n u and assume that
ρppu1, . . . , unq, pu11, . . . , u1nqq ă θ1. Then we have that ρipui, u1iq ă θ1i, for all 1 ď i ď n, and
therefore that
ρpvθpu1,...,unq, vθpu11,...,u1nqq “
sD
max
j“1
n
max
i“1 ρipv
pjq
i , v
1pjq
i q “ nmax
i“1 ρp
divθui ,
divθu1iq ă θ.
Here pv1p1qi , . . . , v1psDqi q :“ divθu1i .
(3) By our assumption, for every 1 ď i ď n, given ui P intprangepdiqq X Qi, there is some
~yi P d´1i rtuius so that ρp~yi, divθuiq ă θ.
Let ~yi “: pyp1qi , . . . , ypsDqi q and set ~y :“ ppyp1q1 , . . . , yp1qn q, . . . , pypsDq1 , . . . , ypsDqn qq. Then ~y Pxd1, . . . , dny´1rtpu1, . . . , unqus and
ρp~y, vθpu1,...,unqq “
n
max
i“1 ρp~yi,
divθuiq ă θ.
As a consequence of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 we now obtain that the equivalence between the
Cauchy representation used in Type-Two Theory of Effectivity and the tree representation used
in the present approach holds in a constructive fashion also in case of products of computable
digit spaces. Recall that for ~x PŚni“1Xi,
AŚn
i“1Xip~xq ô p@n P NqpD~u P
ną
i“1
Qiq ρp~x, ~uq ă 2´n
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and CŚn
i“1Xi Ď
Śn
i“1Xi is given by
CŚn
i“1Xip~xq
ν“ pDxd1, . . . , dry P DˆqpD~y1, . . . , ~ysD P
ną
i“1
Xiq
~x “ xd1, . . . , dryp~y1, . . . , ~ysD q ^ p@1 ď κ ď rqCŚni“1Xip~yκq.
By the above mentioned two results we obtain the following consequence which permits to
extract computable translations between the realisers resulting from the two definitions.
Theorem 8.9. Let pX1, D1, Q1q, . . . , pXn, Dn, Qnq be a well-covering and decidable computable
digit spaces with approximable choice. Then AŚn
i“1 “ CŚni“1 .
9 The hyperspace of non-empty compact subsets
In many applications, e.g. in mathematical economics, one needs to deal with multi-valued
functions that when considered as set-valued maps have compact sets as values. In this section
we will study how spaces of compact sets fit into the framework developed so far.
For a topological space X with topology τ , let KpXq be the set of all non-empty compact
subsets of X, endowed with the Vietoris τV topology (also called the finite topology), that is
the topology generated by the sets
rU ;V1, . . . , Vns :“ tK P KpXq | K Ď U ^ p@1 ď κ ď nqK X Vκ ­“ Hu
with U, V1, . . . , Vn P τ . The following facts are well known [19, 22].
Theorem 9.1. Let pX, τq and pY, ηq be topological spaces, and f : X Ñ Y . Then the following
statements hold:
1. If Q is dense in pX, τq, then the set KpQq of all non-empty finite subsets of Q is dense in
pKpXq, τV q. Moreover, if Q is countable, so is KpQq.
2. pKpXq, τV q is Hausdorff if, and only if, pX, τq is Hausdorff.
3. pKpXq, τV q is a compact Hausdorff space if, and only if, pX, τq is a compact Hausdorff
space.
4. If f is continuous, so is the map K P KpXq ÞÑ f rKs with respect to the Vietoris topologies
on KpXq and KpY q.
5. The operation of taking the union of two compact sets is continuous with respect to the
Vietoris topology.
In case of the first statement, the elements of KpQq will be called basic subsets. For com-
pact Hausdorff spaces X and Y , and continuous f : X Ñ Y define Kpfq : KpXq Ñ KpY q by
KpfqpKq :“ f rKs, for K P KpXq. Then K is an endo-functor on the category of compact
Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps.
Next, assume that pX,Dq is a compact extended IFS. For r ą 0 and pairwise distinct
d1, . . . , dr P D define rd1, . . . , drs : Śrκ“1KpXarpdκqq Ñ KpXq by
rd1, . . . , drspK1, . . . ,Krq “
rď
κ“1
dκrKκs.
Since the dκ are continuous, the sets dκrKκs are compact and so is their finite union. As
follows from the definition,
rangeprd1, . . . , drsq “ tK P KpXq | pDK1, . . . ,Kr P KpXqqK “
rď
κ“1
Kκ ^
p@1 ď κ ď rqKκ P Kprangepdκqq u
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Let m be the cardinality of D. If pd1, . . . , drq P Dr such that the dκ are pairwise distinct,
then r ď m. Hence, there are at most řmκ“1mκ such maps. Set
KpDq :“ t rd1, . . . , drs | d1, . . . , dr P D pairwise distinct with r ą 0 u.
Note that according to Definition 4.1, in an extended IFS pX,Dq the maps d P D have to
be of type Xarpdq Ñ X. In case of the maps rd1, . . . , dns this is only true if d1, . . . , dn are unary.
Proposition 9.2. Let pX,Dq be a compact IFS. Then pKpXq,KpDqq is a compact extended
IFS. Moreover, the following statements hold:
1. If pX,Dq is covering, so is pKpXq,KpDqq.
2. If pX,Dq is well-covering, so is pKpXq,KpDqq.
Proof. (1) It suffices to show that
KpXq Ď
ď
t rangepd¯q | d¯ P KpDq u. (7)
Let K P KpXq, E :“ t d P D | K X rangepdq ­“ Hu, say E “ te1, . . . , eru, and for d P E,
Kd “ d´1rK X rangepdqs. As compact sets, K and drXs are closed, whence Kd is closed as well
and thus compact.
Since pX,Dq is covering, it follows for x P K that there is some d P E with x P rangepdqXK.
Hence, x P ŤdPE drKds. This shows that K “ re1, . . . , erspKe1 , . . . ,Ker q, which means that K
is contained in the right hand side of (7).
(2) We need to show that for every K P KpXq there is some d¯ P KpDq and some O P τV so
that K P O Ď rangepd¯q.
Let K P KpXq and E :“ t d P D | intprangepdqq XK ­“ Hu, say E “ te1, . . . , eru. Then, we
have that
K P r
rď
κ“1
intprangepeκqq; intprangepe1qq, . . . , intprangeperqqs.
It remains to show that
r
rď
κ“1
intprangepeκqq; intprangepe1qq, . . . , intprangeperqqs Ď rangepre1, . . . , ersq.
Let to this end K 1 P rŤrκ“1 intprangepeκqq; intprangepe1qq, . . . , intprangeperqqs and for 1 ď κ ď r,
set K 1κ :“ e´1κ rK 1 X rangepeκqs. Then K 1κ ­“ H. Moreover, since K 1 Ď
Ťr
κ“1 intprangepeκqq, we
have that K 1 “ re1, . . . , erspK 11, . . . ,K 1rq. Thus, K 1 P rangepre1, . . . , ersq.
Similar to the product case, when dealing with a compact set K via the extended IFS
pKpXq,KpDqq, K is dealt with as an abstract object, not as a set of other objects. We will now
study how from a tree representing K we can access elements of K. Note that we are assuming
that all digits d P D have arity 1.
Definition 9.3. The relation S P T ωD is a derived tree of T P T ωKpDq (short: S P BT ) is
co-inductively defined by
rd;S1s P Brrd1, . . . , drs;T1, . . . , Trs ν“ pD1 ď κ ď rq d “ dκ ^ S1 P BTκ.
Lemma 9.4. Let pX,Dq be a compact IFS. Then for all n P N and T P T ωKpDq,
fT pnqpXparpT pnqqqq “
ď
t fSpnqrXarpSpnqqs | S P BT u
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Proof. We use induction on n. Assume that T “ rrd1, . . . , drs;T1, . . . , Trs. For n “ 0 we have
that T p0q “ rd1, . . . , drs and tSp0q | S P BT u “ td1, . . . , dru. So the statement holds in this case.
For n ą 0 we obtain with the induction hypothesis that
fT pnqpXparpT pnqqqq “
rď
κ“1
dκrfT pn´1qκ pXparpT
pn´1q
κ qqqs
“
rď
κ“1
dκr
ď
SκPBTκ
f
S
pn´1q
κ
rXarpSpn´1qκ qss
“
rď
κ“1
ď
SκPBTκ
dκrfSpn´1qκ rXarpS
pn´1q
κ qss
“
ď
SPBT
fSpnqrXarpSpnqqs
Theorem 9.5. Let pX,Dq be a topological digit space with unary digits only, and pKpXq,KpDqq
be weakly hyperbolic. Then, for every T P T ωK pDq,
rrT ss “ t rrSss | S P BT u
Proof. Let S P BT . Then it follows with the preceding lemma that for every n P N,
rrSss P fSpnqrXarpSpnqqs Ď fT pnqpXparpT pnqqqq.
Moreover, by Corollary 4.13 we have that rrT ss “ limnÑ8 fT pnqpXparpT pnqqqq. Now, let U be an
open neighbourhood of rrT ss in X. Then rU ;Xs is an open neighbourhood of rrT ss in KpXq.
Hence, there is some n P N so that fT pmqpXparpT pmqqqq Ď U , for all m ě n, which implies that
rrSss P U . Thus,
rrSss P
č
tU P τ | rrT ss Ď U u.
Obviously, rrT ss Ď Ş tU P τ | rrT ss Ď U u. To show the converse inclusion, assume that
there is some x P Ş tU P τ | rrT ss Ď U uzrrT ss. Since compact Hausdorff spaces are regular [29],
there exist disjoint open sets V,W P τ with x P V and rrT ss Ď W . So, x R W and thus
x R Ş tU P τ | rrT ss Ď U u, a contradiction. It follows that rrSss P rrT ss.
Note that for each n P N, fT pnqpXparpT pnqqqq P fT pnqrKpXqarpT pnqqs and therefore
fT pnqpXparpT pnqqqq Ď
ď
fT pnqrKpXqarpT pnqqs
“
ď
t fT pnqp ~Kq | ~K P KpXqarpT pnqq u Ď fT pnqpXparpT pnqqqq.
Now, conversely, let x P rrT ss. According to the definition, trrT ssu P fT pnqrKpXqarpT pnqqs, for
all n P N, that is, rrT ss P fT pnqpXparpT pnqqqq, by what we have just seen. Thus, x P fSpnqrXarpSpnqqs,
for some S P BT . Observe that for each such tree S the sequence pfSpκqrXarpSpκqqsqκPN is
decreasing.
It follows that for every n P N there is a finite D-tree N of hight n with x P fN rXarpNqs and
N “ Spnq, for some S P BT . With respect to the prefix relation the set of these finite D-trees N
is a finitely branching infinite tree. By König’s Lemma it must have an infinite path, which in
our case is a sequence pNnqnPN of initial subtrees of derived trees of T such that Nn ă Nn`1. In
other words, there is some Sˆ P T ωD with Nn “ Sˆpnq, for all n. Hence, x P
Ş
nPN fSˆpnqrXarpSˆ
pnqqs,
that is x “ rrSˆss.
It remains to verify that Sˆ P BT . Set
R :“ t pN,Mq P T ωD ˆ TωKpDq | p@n P NqpDLn P BMqN pnq “ Lpnqn u.
Then pSˆ, T q P R. We use co-induction to show that, if pN,Mq P R then N P BM .
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Define Θ: PpTωD ˆ TωKpDqq Ñ PpTωD ˆ TωKpDqq by
ΘpW q :“ t prd;N 1s, rrd1, . . . , drs;M1, . . . ,Mrsq | pD1 ď κ ď rq d “ dκ ^ pN 1, Tκq PW u.
Then N P BM , exactly if pN,Mq P νΘ. We need to prove that R Ď ΘpRq.
Let pN,Mq P R with N “ rd;N 1s and M “ rrd1, . . . , drs;T1, . . . , Trs. Then there are
Ln P BM with N pnq “ Lpnqn , for all n P N. It follows that for all n, rootpLnq “ rootpNq “ d.
Since Ln P BM and the d1, . . . , dr are pairwise distinct, there is exactly one κ P t1, . . . , ru with
d “ dκ and subtreepLnq P BMκ, for all n. Let L1n “ subtreepLn`1q. Then L1n P BMκ and
L1pnqn “ subtreepLn`1qpnq “ N 1pnq,
where the last equation holds as Lpn`1qn`1 “ N pn`1q. This shows that pN 1,Mκq P R. Hence,pN,Mq P ΘpRq.
Besides covering and well-covering, there are further central properties of which it will be
important to know if they are also inherited from pX,Dq to pKpXq,KpDqq. Unfortunately, in
case of weak hyperbolicity, this has to remain an open problem in the general case.
If, however, X is a metric space and all digit maps are contracting, then KpXq is also a
metric space with respect to the Hausdorff metric, ρH, given by
ρHpK,K 1q :“ inf t ε ě 0 | K Ď BρpK 1, εq ^K 1 Ď BρpK, εq u
with BρpK, εq :“ tx P X | pDy P Kq ρpx, yq ă ε u, and the maps in KpDq are contracting. The
contraction factor even remains the same. The topology induced by the Hausdorff metric
is equivalent to the Vietoris topology. So, in this case, which is also the prevalent case in
applications, both IFS are weakly hyperbolic. As we know from Theorem 4.12, the assumption
that X comes equipped with a metric from which the topology on X is induced, is not a
restriction.
Finally in this section, let us study how computability properties are inherited to the hy-
perspace.
Lemma 9.6. Let pX,Qq be a computable metric space. Then pKpXq,KpQqq is computable as
well.
Proof. Since pX,Qq is computable, there is a program P which on input pu, v, rq P QˆQˆQ
terminates its computation after finitely many steps and outputs ACCEPT, if ρpu, vq ă r.
Otherwise, the computation does not terminate. Let PK be the following program:
Given pU, V, rq P KpQqˆKpQqˆQ, say with U “ tu1, . . . , umu and V “ tv1, . . . vnu, proceed
as follows
(0) Set i :“ 1 and go to (1).
(1) Simultaneously start the computation of P on inputs pui, v1, rq, . . . , pui, vn, rq. If one of
these computations halts after finitely many steps with ACCEPT, halt. Then if i ă m,
increase i by 1 and go to (1); otherwise output ACCEPT.
It follows that if ρHpU, V q ă r, then PKpU, V, rq halts after finitely many steps with out-
put ACCEPT. Otherwise the computation does not terminate. The second requirement in
Definition 5.1 can be dealt with analogously.
Proposition 9.7. Let pX,D,Qq be a computable digit space with only unary digits. Then
pKpXq,KpDq,KpQqq is a computable digit space as well.
Proof. Let rd1, . . . , drs P KpDq. As we have seen, the domain of this map is the space KpXqr,
which has r-tupels pU1, . . . , Urq as basic elements with Uκ a basic subset of KpXq.
Every digit dκ (1 ď κ ď r) has a computable modulus of continuity kκ. For θ P Q`,
let kpθq :“ min t kκpθq | 1 ď κ ď r u. Moreover, let ~U, ~V be basic elements of the domain, say
~U “ pU1, . . . , Urq and similarly for ~V , such that ρHpUκ, Vκq ă kpθq. Then we have for each κ
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and every u P Uκ that there is some v P Vκ with ρpu, vq ă kpθq and hence ρpdκpuq, dκpvqq ă θ.
Conversely, there is some u P Uκ with ρpu, vq ă kpθq, for each v P Vκ. Again it follows that
ρpdκpuq, dκpvqq ă θ. This shows that ρHprd1, . . . , drsp~Uq, rd1, . . . , drsp~V qq ă θ.
Next, we have to show that there is a procedure Gd¯ with d¯ “ rd1, . . . , drs, which given a basic
element ~U of the domain of d¯ and n P N computes some V P KpQq with ρHprd1, . . . , drsp~Uq, V q ă
2´n. By assumption, for every 1 ď κ ď r, there are procedures Gdκ that given u P Q and n P N
compute a basic element v P Q so that ρpdκpuq, vq ă 2´n. Gd¯ proceeds as follows:
Given n P N and ~U “ pU p1q, . . . , U prqq with U pκq a basic subset of KpXq, say U pκq “
tupκq1 , . . . , upκqmκu, do: For each 1 ď κ ď r, and every 1 ď ι ď mκ, use Gdκ to compute vpκqι P Q
such that ρpdκpupκqι q, vpκqι q ă 2´n. Then output the set V of all vpκqι with 1 ď ι ď mκ and
1 ď κ ď r.
As is readily verified, ρHprd1, . . . , drsp~Uq, V q ă 2´n.
Inheritability of decidability is an immediate consequence of the subsequent technical lemma.
Lemma 9.8. Let pX,Dq be a digit space. Then for any finite subset U Ď X, rd1, . . . , drs P
KpDq, and θ P Q`, BρHpU, θq Ď rangeprd1, . . . , drsq if, and only if,
1. p@u P UqpD1 ď κ ď rqBρpu, θq Ď rangepdκq and
2. p@1 ď κ ď rqpDu P UqBρpu, θq Ď rangepdκq.
Proof. Let U “ tu1, . . . , unu. For the ‘if’ part assume that K P BρHpU, θq. Then there is some
rational number θ1 ă θ with ρHpU,Kq ď θ1. For 1 ď σ ď n let Kσ :“ t y P K | ρpuσ, yq ď θ1 u.
Then Kσ is non-empty and compact. Moreover, K “ Ťnσ“1Kσ. By our assumption there is
some 1 ď κσ ď r so that Bρpuσ, θq Ď rangepdκσ q. Hence, there is some non-empty compact
K 1σ Ď Xarpdκσ q with Kσ “ dκσ rK 1σs. Because of our second assumption, every 1 ď κ ď r is
among the κσ with this property. Thus, K P rangeprd1, . . . , drsq.
In case of the ‘only-if’ part, we show the contrapositive. First, assume that there is some
1 ď κ0 ď r so that for every 1 ď σ ď n, Bρpuσ, θq Ę rangepdκ0q. Let yσ P Bρpuσ, θqz rangepdκ0q
and set K :“ t yσ | 1 ď σ ď n u. Then K P BρHpU, θq, but K R rangeprd1, . . . , drsq.
Next, assume that there is some 1 ď σ0 ď n such that for all 1 ď κ ď r, Bρpuσ0 , θq Ę
rangepdκq. Let zκ P Bρpuσ0 , θqz rangepdκq, and for K P BρHpU, θq, set
K 1 :“ K Y t zκ | 1 ď κ ď r u.
Then K 1 P BρHpU, θq, but K 1 R rangeprd1, . . . , drsq.
Proposition 9.9. Let pX,D,Qq be a computable digit space with only unary digits. If pX,D,Qq
is decidable, so is pKpXq,KpDq,KpQqq.
We have seen so far that pKpXq,KpDq,KpQqq is a well-covering, decidable computable digit
space, if also pX,D,Qq is a space of this type and all d P D are unary.
Proposition 9.10. Let pX,D,Qq be a well-covering and decidable computable digit space with
only unary digits. If pX,D,Qq has approximable choice, then also pKpXq,KpDq,KpQqq has
approximable choice.
Proof. Let d¯ P KpDq with d¯ “ rd1, . . . , drs and U P KpQqX intprangepd¯qq with U “ tu1, . . . , unu.
Then there is some m P N so that BρHpU, 2´mq Ď rangepd¯q. As we have just seen, pKpXq,KpDq,
KpQqq is decidable. Therefore, a number m with this property can effectively be found. For
1 ď κ ď r set
Uκ :“ tu P U | Bρpu, 2´m´1q Ď rangepdκq u.
Then Uκ is non-empty, by Lemma 9.8(2), and U “ Ťrκ“1 Uκ, by Lemma 9.8(1). By using the
decidability of pX,D,Qq, Uκ can be computed from U and dκ.
Now, for 1 ď κ ď r, use approximable choice to pick the function λpθ, uq. vθu, and for θ P Q`
set
V θUκ :“ t vθu | u P Uκ u,
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and V θU :“ pV θU1 , . . . , V θUr q. We have to verify Conditions 5.11(1)-(3).
(1) For θ1 P Q`, we have to show that ρHpV θU , V θ1U q ă maxtθ, θ1u, that is we need to verify
that for 1 ď κ ď r, ρHpV θκ , V θ1κ q ă maxtθ, θ1u, which is obvious, as for all u P U , ρpvθu, vθ1u q ă
maxtθ, θ1u.
(2) For 1 ď κ ď r, pick θ1κ according to approximable choice, part (2) and let θ1 :“
mintθ11, . . . , θ1r, 2´m´3u.
For U 1 P KpQq X intprangepd¯qq assume that ρHpU,U 1q ă θ1 and let u P U . Then there is
some u1 P U 1 with ρpu, u1q ă θ1. Moreover, by Lemma 9.8(1), there is some 1 ď κ ď r so that
Bρpu, 2´mq Ď rangepdκq and hence also Bρpu, 2´m´1q Ď rangepdκq, that is u P Uκ. Since θ1 ď
2´m´3, it follows that Bρpu1, 2´m´1q Ď Bρpu, 2´mq Ď rangepdκq, that is u1 P U 1κ. Consequently,
ρpvθu, vθu1q ă θ. By symmetry we obtain that ρHpV θUκ , V θU 1κq ă θ and thus ρHpV θU , V θU 1q ă θ.
(3) By approximable choice, part (3), there is some zθu P d´1κ rtuus with ρpzθu, vθuq ă θ, for
each u P Uκ and 1 ď κ ď r. Set ZθUκ :“ t zθu | u P Uκ u. Then we have that ρHpZθUκ , V θUκq ă θ,
and hence for ZθU :“ pZθU1 , . . . , ZθUr q that ρHpZθU , V θU q ă θ.
Just as in the product case, we now obtain that the equivalence between the Cauchy rep-
resentation used in Type-Two Theory of Effectivity and the tree representation used in the
present approach holds in a constructive fashion also in case of the space of all non-empty
compact subsets of a computable digit space. Note again that we need to assume that all maps
in D are unary. Remember that for K P KpXq,
AKpXqpKq ô p@n P NqpDU P KpQqq ρHpK,Uq ă 2´n
and CKpXq Ď KpXq is given by
CKpXqpKq ν“ pDrd1, . . . , drs P KpDqqpDK1, . . . ,Kr P KpXqq
K “ rd1, . . . , drspK1, . . . ,Krq ^ p@1 ď κ ď rqCKpXqpKκq.
The following result is again a consequence of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2. It allows to extract
computable translations between the realisers resulting from the two definitions.
Theorem 9.11. Let pX,D,Qq be a well-covering and decidable computable digit space with
approximable choice and only unary digits. Then AKpXq “ CKpXq.
10 Uniformly continuous functions
In [6], working in a constructive setting, Berger presented a co-inductive inductive characteri-
sation of the uniformly continuous functions f : r´1, 1sm Ñ r´1, 1s and showed how it can be
used to extract tree representations of such functions. Here, we will lift the characterisation to
the general framework of computable digit spaces.
Assume that pX,Dq and pY,Eq are extended IFS. For f : Xn Ñ X, m P N and 1 ď i ď m,
define f pi,mq : Xn`m´1 Ñ Xm by
f pi,mqpx1, . . . , xi´1, y1, . . . , yn, xi`1, . . . , xmq :“ px1, . . . , xi´1, fpy1, . . . , ynq, xi`1, . . . , xmq.
If f has a right inverse f 1, set
f 1pi,mqpx1, . . . , xmq :“ px1, . . . , xi´1, f 1pxiq, xi`1, . . . , xmq.
Then f 1pi,mq is a right inverse of f pi,mq. Let FpX,Y q :“ t f : Xm Ñ X | m ě 0 u and for m P N
and F Ď FpX,Y q, set
F pmq :“ t f P FpX,Y q | arpfq “ m u.
Now, let the operator ΦX,Y : PpFpX,Y qq Ñ pPpFpX,Y qq Ñ PpFpX,Y qqq be given by
ΦX,Y pF qpGq :“ t f | pDe P EqpDf1, . . . , farpeq P F q f “ e ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqq _
pD1 ď i ď arpfqqp@d P Dq f ˝ dpi,arpfqq P G u. (8)
Obviously, ΦX,Y pF q is monotone in G, for all F Ď FpX,Y q. Thus, JX,Y pF q :“ µΦX,Y pF q
exists. It follows that JX,Y pF q is the smallest subset G of FpX,Y q such that
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(W) If e P E and f1, . . . , farpeq P F , then e ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqq P G.
(R) If h P FpX,Y q and 1 ď i ď arphq so that h ˝ dpi,arphqq P G, for all d P D, then h P G.
Since JX,Y is monotone as well, also CFpX,Y q :“ νJX,Y exists. Observe that if h P CFpX,Y q,
then rangephq Ď rangepeq, for some e P E, since
CFpX,Y q “ µG.ΦX,Y pCFpX,Y qqpGq “ ΦX,Y pCFpX,Y qqpCFpX,Y qq.
Note that we will suppress the superscripts in case the spaces X, Y are clear from the context.
For 1 ď i ď m let Ri be a letter with arpRiq :“ ‖D‖. Then a realiser for a map h P CpmqFpX,Y q
extracted from the definition is an infinite pE Y tRi | 1 ď i ď m uq-tree such that
• each node is either a
writing node labelled with a digit in E and arpeq immediate subtrees, or a
reading node labelled with Ri and ‖D‖ immediate subtrees;
• each path has infinitely many writing nodes.
The interpretation of such a tree as a tree transformer is easy. Givenm trees T1, . . . , Tm P T ωD
as inputs, run through the tree and output a tree in T ωE as follows:
1. At a writing node re;S1, . . . , Sarpeqs output e and continue with the subtrees S1, . . . , Sarpeq.
2. At a reading node rRi; pS1dqdPDs continue with S1d, where d is the root of Ti, and replace
Ti by its arpdq immediate subtrees.
Next, we show that the predicates CFpX,Y q are closed under composition. We will need the
following lemma.
Lemma 10.1. Let pX,Dq be an extended IFS. If f P CFpX,Y q, then f ˝ dpi,arpfqq P CFpX,Y q, for
all d P D and 1 ď i ď arpfq.
Proof. Up to minor modifications, the result follows as the corrresponding [6, Lemma 4.1]. We
include the proof for completeness reasons. Let d P D. Moreover, set
F :“ t f ˝ dpi,arpfqq | f P CFpX,Y q ^ 1 ď i ď arpfq u.
We use strong co-induction to prove that F Ď CFpX,Y q. That is, we derive F Ď J pF YCFpX,Y qq.
In other words, we show that CFpX,Y q Ď G, where
G :“ t f P FpX,Y q | p@1 ď i ď arpfqq f ˝ dpi,arpfqq P J pF Y CFpX,Y qq u.
Since CFpX,Y q “ J pCFpX,Y qq, it suffices to prove J pCFpX,Y qq Ď G, which will be done by strong
induction on J pCFpX,Y qq, i.e. we show ΦpCFpX,Y qqpG X J pCFpX,Y qqq Ď G. We have to verify
Rules (W) and (R).
(W) Let e P E and f1, . . . , farpfq P CFpX,Y q. We must show that e ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqq P G,
i.e. for m :“ řarpeqκ“1 arpfκq and all 1 ď i ď m we have to prove that e˝pf1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆfarpeqq˝dpi,mq P
J pF Y CFpX,Y qq. Let mi :“ max t 1 ď n ď arpeq | řnκ“1 arpfκq ď i u and ıˆ :“ i´mi. Then
pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqq ˝ dpi,mq “ f1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ fmi´1 ˆ pfmi ˝ dpıˆ,miqq ˆ fmi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeq.
By definition of F , we have that fmi ˝ dpıˆ,miq P F . Since J pF Y CFpX,Y qq is closed under
Rule (W), it therefore follows that e ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqq P G.
(R) Let h P FpX,Y q and 1 ď i1 ď arphq. Assume that for all d1 P D, h ˝ d1pi1,arphqq P
G X J pCFpX,Y qq. We must show that h P G, i.e. for all 1 ď i ď arphq we have to demonstrate
that h ˝ dpi,arphqq P J pF Y CFpX,Y qq.
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Hereto, let 1 ď i ď arphq. In case i “ i1, we obtain from our assumption that h ˝ dpi,arphqq P
J pCFpX,Y qq and hence, by the monotonicity of J , that h ˝ dpi,arphqq P J pF Y CFpX,Y qq. If
i ­“ i1, then we have that for all d1 P D, d1pi1,arphqq ˝ dpi,arphqq “ dpi,arphqq ˝ d1pi1,arphqq. Therefore,
since by our assumption, h ˝ d1pi1,arphqq P G, for all d1 P D, we have that for all d1 P D,
h ˝ dpi,arphqq ˝ d1pi1,arphqq P J pF Y CFpX,Y qq. As J pF Y CFpX,Y qq is closed under Rule (R), it
follows that h ˝ dpi,arphqq P J pF Y CFpX,Y qq
Proposition 10.2. Let pX,Dq, pY,Eq and pZ,Cq be extended IFS. If f P CFpY,Zq and gκ P
CFpX,Y q, for 1 ď κ ď arpfq, then f ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ garpfqq P CFpX,Zq.
Proof. The proof is a modification of the proof of [6, Proposition 4.2]. It proceeds by co-
induction. Set
F :“ t f ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ garpfqq | f P CFpY,Zq ^ g1, . . . , garpfq P CFpX,Y q u.
Then we show that F Ď JX,ZpF q, that is, we show CFpY,Zq Ď G, where
G :“ t f P FpY, Zq | p@g1, . . . , garpfq P CFpX,Y qq f ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ garpfqq P JX,ZpF q u.
Since CFpY,Zq “ J Y,ZpCFpY,Zqq it suffices to show J Y,ZpCFpY,Zqq Ď G. Hence, by the inductive
definition of J Y,ZpCFpY,Zqq, it is sufficient to demonstrate that ΦY,ZpCFpY,ZqqpGq Ď G, that is
we have to show that Rules (W) and (R) hold.
(W) Assume that c P C and f1, . . . , farpcq P CFpY,Zq. We need to show that c ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ
farpcqq P G. For 1 ď κ ď arpcq assume that gpκq1 , . . . , gpκqarpfκq P CFpX,Y q. Then we must prove
that c ˝ pf1ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ farpcqq ˝ pgp1q1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ gparpcqqarpfarpcqqq P JX,ZpF q. Because JX,ZpF q is closed under
Rule (W), it suffices to demonstrate that for each 1 ď κ ď arpcq, fκ ˝ pgpκq1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gpκqarpfκqq P F ,
which holds by the definition of F .
(R) Let f P FpnqpY,Zq and 1 ď i ď n. Suppose, as induction hypothesis, that for all e P E,
f ˝ epi,nq P G. We have to show that f P G, i.e. CFpX,Y q Ď Hpiq, where
Hpiq :“ t g P FpX,Y q | p@g1, . . . , gn P CFpX,Y qqrgi “ g Ñ f ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gnq P JX,ZpF qs u.
Since CFpX,Y q “ JX,Y pCFpX,Y qq, it suffices to show that JX,Y pCFpX,Y qq Ď Hpiq, which we do
by side induction, that is, we show that
ΦX,Y pCFpX,Y qqpHpiqq Ď Hpiq.
(Wside) Let e P E and g1, . . . , gn, g11, . . . , g1arpeq P CFpX,Y q so that gi “ e ˝ pg11 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ g1arpeqq.
Then
f ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gnq “ f ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gi´1 ˆ pe ˝ pg11 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ g1arpeqqq ˆ gi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gnq
“ f ˝ pepi,nq ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gi´1 ˆ g11 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ g1arpeq ˆ gi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gnqq
“ pf ˝ epi,nqq ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gi´1 ˆ g11 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ g1arpeq ˆ gi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gnq.
By the main induction hypothesis, f ˝ epi,nq P G and hence
pf ˝ epi,nqq ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gi´1 ˆ g11 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ g1arpeq ˆ gi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gnq P JX,ZpF q.
Therefore, e ˝ pg11 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ g1arpeqq P Hpiq.
(Rside) Let g P CFpX,Y q and 1 ď j ď arpgq. Suppose that for all d P D, g ˝ dpj,arpgqq P
Hpiq. We have to show that g P Hpiq. Assume to this end that h1, . . . , hn P CFpX,Y q with
hi “ g. We must derive that f ˝ ph1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ hnq P JX,ZpF q. Let m :“ řnκ“1 arphκq and
ˆ :“ j `ři´1κ“1 arphκq. Because JX,ZpF q is closed under Rule (R), it suffices to show that for
all d P D, pf ˝ ph1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ hnqq ˝ dpˆ,mq P JX,ZpF q, which is the case as the i-th element of
ph1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ hnq ˝ dpˆ,mq is g ˝ dpj,arpgqq and g ˝ dpj,arpgqq P CFpX,Y q by Lemma 10.1.
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Lemma 10.3. Let pX,Dq be an extended IFS. Then the following statements hold:
1. Let idX : X Ñ X be the identity on X. Then idX P CFpX,Xq.
2. For any n P N0 and 1 ď i ď n, let prpnqi : Xn Ñ X be the projection onto the i-th
component. Then prpnqi P CFpXn,Xq.
3. For n ą 0, let diagpnqX : X Ñ Xn be given by diagpnqpxq :“ xpnq. Then diagpnqX P CFpX,Xnq.
Proof. For all statements the proof proceeds by co-induction.
(1) We show that tidXu Ď J ptidXuq. Because of Rule (R) it suffices to show that for all
d P D, idX ˝ d P J ptidXuq. By Rule (W) we have that for d P D, d˝pidX ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆidXq P J ptidXuq.
Since d ˝ pidX ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ idXq “ idX ˝ d, we are done.
(2) Since for d P D,
d ˝ pprpn`arpdqqi ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ prpn`arpdqqi`arpdq´1q “ prpnqi ˝ dpi,nq,
it follows in the same way that
t prpmqj | m ą 0^ 1 ď j ď m u Ď J ptprpmqj | m ą 0^ 1 ď j ď m uq.
(3) Let d P D and note that for x1, . . . , xarpdq P X,
pxd, . . . , dy ˝ pdiagpnqX ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ diagpnqX qqpx1, . . . , xarpdqq “ xd, . . . , dypxpnq1 , . . . , xpnqarpdqq
“ pdpx1, . . . , xarpdqq, . . . , dpx1, . . . , xarpdqqq
“ pdiagpnqX ˝ dqpx1, . . . , xarpdqq.
Thus, xd, . . . , dy ˝ pdiagpnqX ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ diagpnqX q “ diagpnqX ˝ d, from which the statement follows as in
case (1).
Proposition 10.4. Let pX,Dq and pY,Eq be extended IFS. Moreover, for m P N, let
ev : FpmqpX,Y q ˆXm Ñ Y
with evpf, xq :“ fpxq be the evaluation map. Then
evrCpmqFpX,Y q ˆ CmX s Ď CY .
Proof. The statement is derived by co-induction. Let the operator Ψ: PpY q Ñ PpY q be defined
by
ΨpLq :“ t y | pDe P EqpDy1, . . . , yarpeq P Lq y “ epy1, . . . , yarpeqq u.
Then CY “ νΨ. Set
Z :“ t y P Y | pDf P CFpX,Y qqpDx1, . . . xarpfq P CXq y “ fpx1, . . . , xarpfqq u.
We need to show that Z Ď ΨpZq. Let to this end
G :“ t f P FpX,Y q | f rCarpfqX s Ď ΨpZq u.
Then we have to verify that CFpX,Y qq Ď G. Since CFpX,Y q “ J pCFpX,Y qq, it is equivalent to
prove that J pCFpX,Y qq Ď G. By the inductive definition of J pCFpX,Y qq it suffices in addition
to derive that ΦpCFpX,Y qqpGq Ď G, that is we need to show that
(W) If e P E and pf1, . . . , farpeqq P CFpX,Y q, then e ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqq P G.
(R) If f P FpmqpX,Y q and 1 ď i ď arpfq so that f ˝ dpi,mq P G, for all d P D, then f P G.
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(W) Let e P E, f1, . . . , farpeq P CFpX,Y q, and ~xκ P CarpfκqX , for 1 ď κ ď arpeq. Then
fκp~xκq P Z. Hence, epf1p~x1q, . . . , farpeqp~xarpeqqq P ΨpZq.
(R) Let f P FpmqpX,Y q and 1 ď i ď m with f ˝ dpi,mq P G, for all d P D. Let x1, . . . ,
xm P CX . Then there is some di P D and some ~x1i P CarpdiqX so that xi “ dip~x1iq. It follows that
fpx1, . . . , xmq “ fpx1, . . . , xi´1, dip~x1iq, xi`1, . . . , xmq
“ pf ˝ dpi,mqqpx1, . . . , xi´1, ~x1i, xi`1, . . . , xmq P ΨpZq.
For n P N0, let the set n :“ t0, . . . , n´1u be endowed with the discrete topology. Moreover,
for i P n, let gi : nÑ n map n constantly onto i. Then pn, tg1, . . . , gn´1uq is a covering IFS with
n “ Cn.
Corollary 10.5. Let pX,Dq be an IFS. Then Cp1qFpn,Xq “ CnX .
Proof. As a consequence of the preceding proposition we have that Cp1qFpn,Xq Ď CnX . The converse
inclusion follows by co-induction. We show that Fp1qpn,CXq Ď J pFp1qpn,CXqq.
Let f P Fp1qpn,CXq and i P n. Then there are di P D and xi P CX so that fpiq “ dipxiq. Set
hipaq “ xi, for a P n. Then hi P Fp1qpn,CXq. Moreover, f ˝ gi “ di ˝ hi. As J pFp1qpn,CXqq is
closed under Rule (W), we obtain that di ˝hi P J pFp1qpn,CXqq. Hence, f ˝gi P J pFp1qpn,CXqq,
for all i P n. With Rule (R) we therefore obtain that f P J pFp1qpn,CXqq.
Observe the difference between CXn and CnX . In the first case the digits operate on all
components simultaneously, whereas in the other case they do this in an uncoordinated way
and approximate the single components just as needed.
Let
CpX,Y q :“ t f P FpX,Y q | f uniformly continuous with a
computable modulus of continuity ζ : Q` Ñ Q` u.
Proposition 10.6. Let pX,D,QXq and pY,E,QY q be computable digit spaces so that
pY,E,QY q is decidable and well-covering with approximable choice. Then CpX,CY q Ď CFpX,Y q.
Proof. We show the statement by co-induction, that is we prove that
CpX,CY q Ď J pCpX,CY qq.
Let εY P Q` be a well-covering number for Y and set
V :“ t py, y1q P Y ˆ Y | ρY py, y1q ă εY {2 u.
Moreover, let MX be a bound of X and qX ă 1 the maximum of the contraction factors of the
d P D. Let ~x P Xm denote the m-tupel px1, . . . , xmq, and similarly for ~x1 and ~ı. Define
U
pmq
~ı :“ t p~x, ~x1q P Xm ˆXm | p@1 ď κ ď mqρXpxκ, x1κq ď qiκX ¨MX u,
and set
Cpmq~ı :“ t f P CpmqpX,CY q | U pmq~ı Ď pf ˆ fq´1rV s u.
Since there is an ~ı P Nm with f P Cpmq~ı , for every f P CpmqpX,CY q, it suffices to show that
Cpmq~ı Ď J pCpX,CY qq, for all m and every ~ı P Nm, which will be done by induction on i :“řm
κ“1 iκ.
For i “ 0 we have that U pmq~ı “ Xm ˆXm. Therefore, it follows for f P Cpmq~ı and u P QmX
that f rXms Ď BρY pfpuq, εY {2q. Because of Theorem 7.1, a basic element v P QY can be found
with ρY pfpuq, vq ă ε{2. Use decidability to pick some e P E with BρY pv, εY q Ď rangepeq. Then
f rXms Ď BρY pv, εY q Ď rangepeq.
Note that by Proposition 5.15, digit e has a computable right inverse e1. For 1 ď κ ď arpeq,
set gκ :“ prparpeqqκ ˝ e1 ˝ f . As a consequence of Theorem 7.2, gκ P CpmqpX,CY q. Since f “
e ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ garpeqq, we obtain with Rule (W) that f P J pCpX,CY qq.
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Now, assume that i ą 0 and let f P Cpmq~ı . Then pf ˆ fq´1rV s Ě U pmq~ı . Choose 1 ď j ď m
such that ij ą 0. We want to apply Rule (R). Therefore, we have to show that for all d P D,
f ˝dpj,mq P J pCpX,CY qq. Since d P D is a contraction, there is some ~` P Narpdq with řarpdqκ“1 `κ ă
ij so that pdˆ dq´1rU p1qij s Ě U parpdqq~` . For 1 ď κ ď arpdq `m´ 1 set
kκ :“
#
iκ if 1 ď κ ă j or arpdq ` j ď κ ă arpdq `m
`κ if j ď κ ă arpdq ` j.
Let k¯ :“ řarpdq`m´1κ“1 kκ. Then k¯ ă i. Moreover, we have that pdpj,mq ˆ dpj,mqq´1rU pmq~ı s Ě
U
parpdq`m´1q
~k
. Hence, pf ˝ dpj,mq ˆ f ˝ dpj,mqq´1rV s Ě U parpdqq~k , from which it follows with the
induction hypothesis that f ˝ dpj,mq P J pCpX,CY qq.
Proposition 10.7. Let pX,D,QXq and pY,E,QY q be computable digit spaces so that pX,Dq
is decidable and well-covering with approximable choice. Then CFpX,Y q Ď CpCX , Y q.
Proof. Let MY be a bound of Y and qY ă 1 be the maximum of the contraction factors of the
e P E. For j P N, set
Vj :“ t py, y1q P Y ˆ Y | ρY py, y1q ď qjY ¨MY u.
Moreover, let
Gj :“ t f P FpX,Y q | pD~ı P NarpfqqU parpfqq~ı Ď pf ˆ fq´1rVjs u.
Then we have to show that CFpX,Y q Ď Gj , for all j P N. We proceed by induction on j.
The case j “ 0 is obvious, as Vj “ Y ˆ Y and hence for ~ı :“ p0, . . . , 0q, pf ˆ fq´1rVjs Ě
U
parpfqq
~ı , for every f P FpCX , Y q.
Now, assume that j ą 0. We show by side induction that J pCFpX,Y qq Ď Gj . Note here that
CFpX,Y q “ J pCFpX,Y qq. By the inductive definition of J pCFpX,Y qq it therefore suffices to show
that ΦpCFpX,Y qqpGjq Ď Gj , that is we need to show that
(W) If e P E and f1, . . . , farpeq P CFpX,Y q, then e ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqq P Gj .
(R) If f P FpX,Y q and 1 ď k ď arpfq so that f ˝ dpk,arpfqq P Gj , for all d P D, then f P Gj .
(W) Let e P E and f1, . . . , farpeq P CFpX,Y q. As a digit map, e in particular has a computable
modulus of continuity. Thus, we can effectively find some ~` P Narpeq so that pe ˆ eq´1rVjs Ě
U
parpeqq
~` . Since e is a contraction, it follows that
řarpeq
κ“1 `κ ă j. By the main induction hypothesis
fκ P G`κ , for 1 ď κ ď arpeq. Thus, we are given ~ı p1q P Narpf1q, . . . ,~ı parpeqq P Narpfarpeqq so that
U
parpfκqq
~ı pκq Ď pfκ ˆ fκq´1rV`κs, for 1 ď κ ď arpeq. Let
~ı :“ pip1q1 , . . . , ip1qarpf1q, . . . , i
parpeqq
1 , . . . , i
parpeqq
arpfarpeqqq
and n :“ řarpeqκ“1 arpfκq. Then
ppe ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqqq ˆ pe ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqqqqrU pnq~ı s
“ ppeˆ eq ˝ ppf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqq ˆ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqqqqrU pnq~ı s
“ peˆ eqrt pf1p~xp1qq, . . . , farpeqp~xparpeqqqq, pf1p~x1p1qq, . . . , farpeqp~x1parpeqqqq |
p@1 ď κ ď arpeqqp@1 ď σκ ď arpfκqq ρXpxpκqσκ , x1pκqσκ q ď q
ipκqσκ
X ¨MX us
Ď peˆ eqrt p~y, ~y1q P Y arpeq ˆ Y arpeq | ρY p~y, ~y1q ď q`κY ¨MY us
Ď Vj ,
which implies that e ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ farpeqq P Gj .
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(R) Let f P FpCX , Y q and 1 ď i ď arpfq so that f ˝ dpi,arpfq P Gj , for all d P D.
Then, for every d P D, we are given some ~`d P Narpdq`arpfq´1 with ppf ˝ dpi,arpfqq ˆ pf ˝
dpi,arpfqqqqrU parpdq`arpfq´1q~`
d
s Ď Vj . Let ~`d “ pk1, . . . , ki´1, `1, . . . , `arpdq, ki`1, . . . , karpfqq. Set
~ıd :“ p`1, . . . , `arpdqq. By Proposition 5.15 each d P D has a computable right inverse d1.
Thus, some rd P N can effectively be found with pd1 ˆ d1q´1rU parpdqq~ıd s Ě U
p1q
rd . Define r¯ :“
max t rd | d P D u and rˆ :“ min t r ě r¯ | qrX ď εX{p2MXq u, where εX is a well-covering number
for X.
Now, let ~x “ px1, . . . , xarpfqq P CarpfqX . Then BρX pxi, qrˆX ¨ MXq Ď BρX pxi, εX{2q. By
Theorem 7.1 we can therefore compute a basic element u P Bρxpxi, εX{2q. Use decidability
to pick some d˜ P D with BρX pu, εXq Ď rangepd˜q. Then BρX pxi, qrˆX ¨MXq Ď rangepd˜q. Let
d˜1pxiq “ py˜1, . . . , y˜arpd˜qq. As rˆ ě rd˜, we moreover have that U p1qrˆ Ď U p1qrd˜ and hence that
d˜1rBρxpxi, qrˆ ¨MXqs Ď t py1, . . . , yarpd˜qq | p@1 ď κ ď arpd˜qq ρXpyκ, y˜κq ď q`κX ¨MX u. (9)
Define ~k :“ pk1, . . . , ki´1, rˆ, ki`1, . . . , karpfqq. We will show that pf ˆ fqrU parpfqq~k s Ď Vj .
Let to this end p~x, ~yq P U parpfqq~k with ~x “ px1, . . . , xarpfqq and similarly for ~y. Then yi P
BρX pxi, qrˆX ¨MXq and there is some d˜ P D with BρX pxi, qrˆX ¨MXq Ď rangepd˜q. With (9) and the
assumption it follows that
pf ˆ fqp~x, ~yq “ ppf ˆ fq ˝ pd˜pi,mq ˆ d˜pi,mqq ˝ pd˜1pi,mq ˆ d˜1pi,mqqqp~x, ~yq
P ppf ˆ fq ˝ pd˜pi,mq ˆ d˜pi,mqqqrU parpd˜q`arpfq´1q~`
d˜
s Ď Vj .
Whence, f P Gj .
Summing up we obtain the following result.
Theorem 10.8. Let pX,D,QXq and pY,E,QY q be decidable and well-covering computable digit
spaces with approximable choice. Then
CFpX,Y q “ CpCX ,CY q.
11 Applications
After having discussed how to obtain co-inductive characterisations of product and hyperspaces,
as well as of uniformly continuous functions, the usual morphisms in the category of compact
Hausdorff spaces, we will now investigate important properties of the morphisms in this frame-
work.
First, we investigate the functoriality of the two constructions considered in the previous
sections: products and the hyperspace of all non-empty compact subsets, within the scope of
co-inductive characterisations of spaces and morphisms. Classically, both facts are well known.
However, the proofs given here are new, and, as has already been pointed out, algorithms
computing the action of the functors on morphisms can be extracted in case that the underlying
IFS are covering, compact and weakly hyperbolic; similarly in the other cases considered in this
section.
For the first result in this section note that the definition of the maps dpi,mq needed in
Rule (R) for digits d has to be adapted to the case of products of extended IFS.
Suppose that pX1, D1q, pX2, D2q are extended IFS and xd1, d2y P Dˆ. Then for r, s ą 0, and
1 ď i ď r ` s, define the family xd1, d2ypi,r,sq of maps as follows:
If i ď r, xd1, d2ypi,r,sq : Xr`m1 ˆXs2 Ñ X1 ˆX2 with
xd1, d2ypi,r,sq :“ dpi,r`sq1 ,
and in case i ą r, xd1, d2ypi,r,sq : Xr1 ˆXs`m2 Ñ X1 ˆX2 with
xd1, d2ypi,r,sq :“ dpi,r`sq2 .
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Theorem 11.1. Let pX1, D1q, pX2, D2q, pY1, E1q, and pY2, E2q be extended IFS. Then for f P
CFpX1,Y1q and g P CFpX2,Y2q, f ˆ g P CFpX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2q.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that all maps in E1 YE2 have the same arity, say
m. The proof of the statement proceeds by co-induction. Let
F :“ t f ˆ g | f P CFpX1,Y1q ^ g P CFpX2,Y2q u.
Then we must show that F Ď JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2pF q. Set
A :“ t f P FpX1, Y1q | p@g P CFpX2,Y2qq f ˆ g P JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2pF q u.
We show that CFpX1,Y1q Ď A. Since CFpX1,Y1q “ JX1,Y1qpCFpX1,Y1qq, it suffices to prove that
JX1,Y1qpCFpX1,Y1qq Ď A. By induction we show that ΦX1,Y1pCFpX1,Y1qqpAq Ď A, which means
that we have to verify Rules (W) and (R).
(Wmain) Let e1 P E1 and f1, . . . , fm P CFpX1,Y1q. We need to demonstrate that e1 ˝ pf1 ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ fmq P A. To this end we have to show that for all g P CFpX2,Y2q, pe1 ˝ pf1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ fmqqˆ g P
JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2pF q. Let
Bphq :“ t g P FpX2, Y2q | hˆ g P JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2pF q u.
For h :“ e1 ˝pf1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆfmq we prove that CFpX2,Y2q Ď Bphq, for which it suffices to demonstrate
that
ΦX2,Y2pCFpX2,Y2qqpBphqq Ď Bphq, (10)
which is done by side induction.
(Wside) Let e2 P E2 and g1, . . . , gm P CFpX2,Y2q. We need to show that
pe1 ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ fmqq ˆ pe2 ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gmqq P JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2pF q.
We have that
pe1 ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ fmqq ˆ pe2 ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gmqq “ xe1, e2y ˝ ppf1 ˆ g1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pfm ˆ gmqq,
where xe1, e2y P Eˆ and f1 ˆ g1, . . . , fm ˆ gm P F . Hence, pe1 ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ fmqq ˆ pe2 ˝ pg1 ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gmqq P JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2pF q, by Rule (W).
(Rside) Let g P FpX2, Y2q and 1 ď i ď arpgq so that g ˝ dpi,arpgqq2 P Bphq, for all d2 P D2.
Then h ˆ pg ˝ dpi,arpgqq2 q P JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2pF q. Let h˜ :“ h ˆ g. Then arph˜q “ arphq ` arpgq. For
j :“ arphq ` i we therefore have that h˜ ˝ xd1, d2ypj,arphq,arpgqq “ h ˆ pg ˝ dpi,arpgqq2 q. It follows
that h˜ ˝ xd1, d2ypj,arphq,arpgqq P JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2 , for all xd1, d2y P Dˆ, from which we obtain by
Rule (R) that h˜ P JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2 . Hence, g P Bphq. This proves (10).
(Rmain) It remains to verify Rule (R) in the main induction. Let f P A and 1 ď i ď arpfq
such that for all d1 P D1, f ˝ dpi,arpfqq1 P A. Thus, pf ˝ dpi,arpfqq1 q ˆ g P JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2pF q, for
all d1 P D1 and g P CFpX2,Y2q. Set h¯g :“ f ˆ g. Then arph¯gq “ arpfq ` arpgq and for allxd1, d2y P Dˆ,
h¯g ˝ xd1, d2ypi,arpfq,arpgqq “ pf ˝ dpi,arpfqq1 q ˆ g.
Since pf ˝ dpi,arpfqq1 q ˆ g P JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2pF q by our assumption, we obtain with Rule (R) that
h¯g P JX1ˆX2,Y1ˆY2pF q. Thus, f P A.
We will now investigate the lifting of maps in CFpX,Y q to the hyperspace CFpKpXq, KpY qq in
the setting developed so far.
As follows from the definition, the algorithm evaluating a function in CFpX,Y q on a given
tuple of inputs uses the information coming with the components of the input tuple only in as
much as it is needed, and also by dealing with each input component separately, not in parallel.
This property seems to be too weak to be able to lift the function to the hyperspace of non-empty
compact sets. The problem is that in the hyperspace, the compact sets are approximated by
iterating digit maps that operate on the hyperspace. By doing so, the elements of the hyperspace
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are considered as abstract objects, not as sets of points or tuples of such. The internal structure
is invisible to the IFS on the hyperspace.
In the subsequent Proposition we get around the problem by dealing with compact sets that
are cubes, but without such information being available it is not clear how to proceed. In the
general case we therefore restrict ourselves to unary maps. Multi-ary maps f : Xn Ñ Y are
then subsumed by using the IFS pXn, Dˆq instead of pX,Dq.
Proposition 11.2. Let pX,Dq, pY,Eq be compact IFS, f P CFpX,Y q and K1, . . . ,Karpfq P
CKpXq. Then f rK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarpfqs P CKpY q.
Proof. For the co-inductive proof we need to derive a stronger statement. Let to this end
f1, . . . .fk P CFpX,Y q and define
p
kď
i“1
fiqp~xq :“
kď
i“1
tfipprpkqi p~xqqu,
for ~x PŚki“1Xarpfiq. Set
MpX,Y q :“ tŤki“1 fi | k ě 1^ p@1 ď j ď kq fj P CFpX,Y q u.
In general, the maps inMpX,Y q will be multi-valued. For such maps h : X Ñ Y andK P KpXq,
hrKs :“ Ť thpxq | x P K u.
Let
H :“ t grK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarpgqs | g PMpX,Y q ^K1, . . . ,Karpgq P CKpXq u.
We will show that H Ď CKpY q. For Z Ď KpY q define
ΩKpY qpZq :“ tM Ď Y | pDd¯ P KpDqqpDM1, . . . ,Marpd¯q P ZqM “ d¯pM1, . . . ,Marpd¯qq u.
Then CKpY q “ νΩKpY q. Hence, we must prove that H Ď ΩKpY qpHq. For g PMpX,Y q let
Hpgq :“ t grK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarpgqs | K1, . . . ,Karpgq P CKpXq u.
We first show that for all f P CFpX,Y q, Hpfq Ď ΩKpY qpHq.
Since CFpX,Y q “ JX,Y pCFpX,Y qq “ µΦX,Y pCFpX,Y qqpCFpX,Y qq, we can use induction to this
aim. Set
G :“ t f P CFpX,Y q | Hpfq Ď ΩKpY qpHq u,
then we need derive that
ΦX,Y pCFpX,Y qqpGq Ď G.
We have to consider the two cases:
(W) If e P E and h P CFpX,Y q, then Hpe ˝ hq Ď ΩKpY qpHq.
(R) If f P CFpX,Y q and 1 ď i ď arpfq so that for all d P D, Hpf ˝ dpi,arpfqqq Ď ΩKpY qpHq, then
Hpfq Ď ΩKpY qpHq.
(W) Assume that e P E and h P CFpX,Y q, and let K1, . . . ,Karphq P CKpXq. Then we need to
prove that pe ˝ hqrK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarphqs P ΩKpY qpHq.
We have that
pe ˝ hqrK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarphqs “ erhrK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarphqss “ resphrK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarphqsq.
Since, h P CFpX,Y q and K1, . . . ,Karphq P CKpXq, it follows that hrK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Karphqs P H.
Therefore, pe ˝ hqrK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarphqs P ΩKpY qpHq.
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(R) Let f P CFpX,Y q and 1 ď i ď arpfq so that for all d P D, Hpf ˝ dpi,arpfqqq Ď ΩKpY qpHq.
Moreover, for 1 ď κ ď arpfq, let Kκ P CKpXq. Then there exist d1, . . . , dr P D and N1, . . . , Nr P
CKpXq so that Ki “ rd1, . . . , drspN1, . . . , Nrq. It follows that
f rK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarpfqs
“ f rK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKi´1 ˆ rd1, . . . , drspN1, . . . , Nrq ˆKi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarpfqs
“ f rK1 ˆ . . .ˆKi´1 ˆ p
rď
κ“1
dκrNκsq ˆKi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨Karpfqs
“
rď
κ“1
f rK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKi´1 ˆ dκrNκs ˆKi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨Karpfqs
“
rď
κ“1
pf ˝ dpi,arpfqqκ qrK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKi´1 ˆNκ ˆKi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarpfqs.
Since dκ P D, for 1 ď κ ď r, it follows with our assumption that there are epκq1 , . . . , epκqsκ P E
and M pκq1 , . . . ,M
pκq
sκ P H such that
pf ˝ dpi,arpfqqκ qrK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKi´1 ˆNκ ˆKi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarpfqs
“ repκq, . . . , epκqsκ spM pκq1 , . . . ,M pκqsκ q.
Thus,
rď
κ“1
pf ˝ dpi,arpfqqκ qrK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKi´1 ˆNκ ˆKi`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarpfqs “
rď
κ“1
nκď
σκ“1
epκqσκ rM pκqσκ s.
Note that the maps epκqσκ with 1 ď κ ď r and 1 ď σκ ď nκ need not be pairwise distinct. Let
e1, . . . , e` P E be pairwise distinct so that te1, . . . , e`u “ Ťrκ“1tepκq1 , . . . , epκqnκ u. Then
rď
κ“1
nκď
σκ“1
epκqσκ rM pκqσκ s “ re1, . . . , e`spL1, . . . , Lrq,
where for 1 ď ι ď `, Lι :“ Ť tM pκqσκ | 1 ď κ ď r ^ 1 ď σκ ď nκ ^ epκqσκ “ eι u. Since M pκqσκ “
h
pκq
σκ r
Śarphpκqσκ q
ικ,σκ“1
ĂM pκ,σκqικ,σκ s, for some hpκqσκ PMpX,Y q and ĂM pκ,σκqικ,σκ P CKpXq, we have
Lι “ p
ď
1ďκďr,1ďσκďnκ:Kpepκqσκ q“Kpeιq
hpκqσκ qr
ą
1ďκďr,1ďσκďnκ:Kpepκqσκ q“Kpeιq
ąarphpκqσκ q
ικ,σκ“1
ĂM pκ,σκqικ,σκ s.
It follows that Lι P H and thus f rK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKarpfqs P ΩKpY qpHq.
Finally, we let g P MpX,Y q. It remains to show that Hpgq Ď ΩKpY qpHq. Let to this end
f1, . . . , fk P CFpX,Y q with g “ f1Y¨ ¨ ¨Yfk, andKpκqσκ P CKpXq, for 1 ď κ ď k and 1 ď σκ ď arpfκq.
As we have just seen, fκrKpκq1 ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆKpκqarpfκqs P ΩKpY qpHq. Hence there are e
pκq
1 , . . . , e
pκq
rκ P E
and M pκq1 , . . . ,M
pκq
rκ P H, for 1 ď κ ď k, with
fκrKpκq1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKpκqarpfκqs “ re
pκq
1 , . . . , e
pκq
rκ spM pκq1 , . . . ,M pκqrκ q.
Again the epκqικ with 1 ď κ ď k and 1 ď ικ ď rκ need not be pairwise distinct. By proceeding
as in the previous proof step we can find pairwise distinct e11, . . . , e1` P E and L1, . . . , L` P H so
that te11, . . . , e1` u “ t epκqικ | 1 ď κ ď k ^ 1 ď ικ ď rκ u and
grKp1q1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKpkqarpfkqs “
kď
κ“1
fκrKpκq1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKpκqarpfκqs
“
kď
κ“1
repκq1 , . . . , epκqrκ qspM pκq1 , . . . ,M pκqrκ q
“ re11, . . . , e1` spL1, . . . , L`q,
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showing that grKp1q1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKpkqarpfkqs P ΩKpY qpHq.
For the subsequent technical lemma we extend the union taking operation to compact set-
valued maps. For Hausdorff spaces X,Y, Z such that Z is compact, and maps f : X Ñ KpZq
and g : Y Ñ KpZq define f Y g : X ˆ Y Ñ KpZq by
pf Y gqpx, yq :“ fpxq Y gpyq.
Lemma 11.3. Let pX,Dq, pY,Eq be compact IFS and
F :“ tŤki“1Kpfiq | k ě 1^ p@1 ď i ď kq fi P Cp1qFpX,Y q u.
Then J KpXq,KpY qpF q is closed under union.
Proof. Let
A :“ t f P FpKpXq,KpY qq | p@g P J KpXq,KpY qpF qq f Y g P J KpXq,KpY qpF q u.
We will prove by induction that J KpXq,KpY qpF q Ď A, that is we have to show that
ΦKpXq,KpY qpF qpAq Ď A,
which in turn means that we have to verify Rules (W) and (R).
(Wmain) Let e¯ P KpEq with e¯ “ re1, . . . , ers, for e1, . . . , er P E. Moreover, let f1, . . . , fr P F .
We must demonstrate that e¯ ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ frq P A. To this end we have to show that for all
g P J KpXq,KpY qpF q, e¯ ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ frq Y g P J KpXq,KpY qpF q. For h P FpKpXq,KpY qq set
Bphq :“ t g P FpKpXq,KpY qq | hY g P J KpXq,KpY qpF q u.
Let h :“ e¯˝pf1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆfrq. We prove that J KpXq,KpY qpF q Ď Bphq, that is we have to demonstrate
that
ΦKpXq,KpY qpF qpBphqq Ď Bphq, (11)
which is done by side induction.
(Wside) Let eˆ P KpEq, say eˆ “ re11, . . . , e1ss with e11, . . . , e1s P E. Furthermore, let g1, . . . , gs P
F . We need to show that
pe¯ ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ frqq Y peˆ ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gsqq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q.
Note that e¯ “ Kpe1q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKperq and analogously for eˆ. Then
pe¯ ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ frqq Y peˆ ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gsqq “
Kpe1q ˝ f1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKperq ˝ fr YKpe11q ˝ g1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKpe1sq ˝ gs.
Let R :“ t pj1, j2q | 1 ď j1 ď r ^ 1 ď j2 ď s^ ej1 “ e1j2 u. Then we have that
Kpe1q ˝ f1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKperq ˝ fr YKpe11q ˝ g1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKpe1sq ˝ gs
“ rei1 , . . . , eik , eik`1 , . . . , eik1 , e1ik1`1 , . . . , e1i`s ˝ ppfi1 Y gi1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pfik Y gikqˆ
fik`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ fik1 ˆ gik1`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gi`q,
where 1 ď k ď k1 ď ` and i1, . . . , i`, i11, . . . , i1k P N so that
R “ tpi1, i11q, . . . , pik, i1kqu,
t1, . . . , ruzprp2q1 rRs “ tik`1, . . . , ik1u,
t1, . . . , suz prp2q2 rRs “ tik1`1, . . . , i`u.
It follows that ei1 , . . . , eik , eik`1 , . . . , eik1 , e
1
ik1`1 , . . . , e
1
i`
are pairwise distinct and fi1 Y
gi1 , . . . , fikYgik , fik`1 , . . . , fik1 , gik1`1 , . . . , gi` P F . Thus, pe¯˝pf1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆfrqqYpeˆ˝pg1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆgsqq P
J KpXq,KpY qpF q, by Rule (W).
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(Rside) Let g P FpKpXq,KpY qq and 1 ď i ď arpgq so that g˝ e¯pi,arpgqq P Bphq, for all e¯ P KpEq.
Then h Y pg ˝ e¯pi,arpgqqq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q. Set hˆ :“ h Y g. Obviously, arphˆq “ arphq ` arpgq.
For j :“ arphq ` i we therefore have that hˆ ˝ e¯pj,arphˆqq “ h Y pg ˝ e¯pi,arpgqqq. It follows that
hˆ ˝ e¯pj,arphˆqq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q, for all e¯ P KpEq, from which we obtain with Rule (R) that
hˆ P J KpXq,KpY qpF q. Hence, g P Bphq. This proves (11).
(Rmain) It remains to verify Rule (R) in the main induction. Let f P FpKpXq,KpY qq and 1 ď
i ď arpfq such that for all d¯ P KpDq, f ˝ d¯pi,arpfqq P A. Thus, pf ˝ d¯pi,arpfqqqYg P J KpXq,KpY qpF q,
for all g P J KpXq,KpY qpF q. Set h˜g :“ f Y g. Then arph˜gq “ arpfq ` arpgq and for all d¯ P KpDq,
h˜g ˝ d¯pi,arph˜gqq “ pf ˝ d¯pi,arpfqqq Y g.
Since pf ˝ d¯pi,arpfqqq Y g P J KpXq,KpY qpF q, by our assumption, we obtain with Rule (R) that
h˜g P J KpXq,KpY qpF q. Thus f P A.
Theorem 11.4. Let pX,Dq, pY,Eq be compact IFS. Then for all f P Cp1qFpX,Y q,
Kpfq P CFpKpXq,KpY qq.
Proof. Again we need to derive a stronger statement. Let
F :“ tŤki“1Kpfiq | k ě 1^ p@1 ď i ď kq fi P Cp1qFpX,Y q u.
We will show that F Ď CFpKpXq,KpY qq. By using co-induction it is sufficient to prove that
F Ď J KpXq,KpY qpF q.
Set
B :“ t f P FpX,Y q | arpfq “ 1 Ñ Kpfq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q u.
Then we show first that CFpX,Y q Ď B. Because CFpX,Y q “ JX,Y pCFpX,Y qq, we only need
to derive that JX,Y pCFpX,Y qq Ď B. To achieve this we use induction, that is we show
ΦX,Y pCFpX,Y qqpBq Ď B. Hereto we have to verify the following two rules:
(W) If e P E and h P CFpX,Y q, then e ˝ h P B.
(R) If f P FpX,Y q and 1 ď i ď arpfq such that for all d P D, f ˝ dpi,arpfqq P B, then f P B.
(W) We have that Kpe˝hq “ Kpeq ˝Kphq “ res ˝Kphq. Now, assume that arpe˝hq “ 1, then
also arphq “ 1. Since Kphq P F and res P KpEq, it follows with Rule (W) for J KpXq,KpY qpF q
that res ˝Kphq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q. Thus, e ˝ h P B
(R) Let f P FpX,Y q and 1 ď i ď arpfq so that for all d P D, f ˝ dpi,arpfqq P B. Suppose that
arpf ˝ dpi,arpfqqq “ 1. Then arpfq “ 1 and hence i “ 1. Moreover, Kpf ˝ dq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q.
Now, let d¯ P KpDq with d¯ “ rd1, . . . , dss. Note that rd1, . . . , dss “ Kpd1qY¨ ¨ ¨YKpdsq. It follows
that
Kpfq ˝ rd1, . . . , dss “ Kpfq ˝ p
sď
κ“1
Kpdκqq “
sď
κ“1
Kpfq ˝Kpdκq “
sď
κ“1
Kpf ˝ dκq.
By our assumption, f ˝ dκ P B. Hence, Kpf ˝ dκq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q, for all 1 ď κ ď s, as a
consequence of which we obtain with Lemma 11.3 that
Ťs
κ“1Kpf ˝ dκq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q. This
shows that Kpfq ˝ d¯ P J KpXq,KpY qpF q, for all d¯ P KpDq. By Rule (R) for J KpXq,KpY qpF q we
thus have that Kpfq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q, which means that f P B.
Finally, let f1, . . . , fk P Cp1qFpX,Y q. Then f1, . . . , fk P B and hence Kpfjq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q, for
1 ď j ď k. With Lemma 11.3 we therefore have that also Ťkj“1Kpfjq P J KpXq,KpY qpF q, which
shows that F Ď J KpXq,KpY qpF q.
The simplest compact sets are the singleton sets of points of the underlying space.
Lemma 11.5. Let pX,Dq be a compact IFS. Then t txu | x P CX u Ď CKpXq.
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Proof. Let Z :“ t txu | x P CX u. The statement will be derived by co-induction. To this end
we have to show that Z Ď ΩKpXqpZq.
Let x P X. Since x P CX , there are d P D and y P CX with x “ dpyq. Then tyu P Z and
rdsptyuq “ drtyus “ tdpyqu “ txu.
Define η : CX Ñ CKpXq by letting
ηpxq :“ txu.
Proposition 11.6. Let pX,Dq be a compact IFS. Then η P CFpX,KpXqq.
Proof. Again we use co-induction to derive the statement: We show that tηu Ď JX,KpXqptηuq.
Note that for any d P D, rds P KpDq. Moreover, rds ˝ η “ η ˝ d. By Rule (W) we have that
rds˝η P JX,KpXqptηuq, i.e., η˝d P JX,KpXqptηuq. Therefore η P JX,KpXqptηuq, by Rule (R).
In applications one often has to deal with compact set-valued maps. An essential action on
such maps is taking their union.
Theorem 11.7. Let pX,Dq, pY,Eq be extended IFS and pZ,Cq be a compact IFS. Then, for
f P CFpX,KpZqq and g P CFpY,KpZqq, f Y g P CFpXˆY,KpZqq.
Proof. The proof of this result essentially follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 11.3. However,
now we use strong co-induction. Let
A :“ t f Y g | f P CFpX,KpZqq ^ g P CFpY,KpZqq u.
Then we need to show that A Ď JXˆY,KpZqpAY CFpXˆY,KpZqqq. Set
B :“ t f P FpX,KpZqq | p@g P CFpY,KpZqqq f Y g P JXˆY,KpZqpAY CFpXˆY,KpZqqq u.
We show that CFpX,KpZqq Ď B. Since CFpX,KpZqq “ JX,KpZqpCFpX,KpZqqq, it suffices to prove
that JX,KpZqpCFpX,KpZqqq Ď B. By induction we show that ΦX,KpZqpCFpX,KpZqqqpBq Ď B, which
means that we have to verify Rules (W) and (R).
(Wmain) Let c¯ P KpCq with c¯ “ rc1, . . . , crs, for c1, . . . , cr P C. Moreover, let f1, . . . , fr P
CFpX,KpZqq. We must demonstrate that c¯˝ pf1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆfrq P B. To this end we have to show that
for all g P CFpY,KpZqq, pc¯˝pf1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ frqqYg P JXˆY,KpZqpAYCFpXˆY,KpZqqq. For h P FpX,KpZqq
set
Hphq :“ t g P FpY,KpZqq | hY g P JXˆY,KpZqpAY CFpXˆY,KpZqqq u.
Let h :“ c¯˝pf1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆfrq. We prove that CFpY,KpZqq Ď Hphq, for which it suffices to demonstrate
that
ΦY,KpZqpCFpY,KpZqqqpHphqq Ď Hphq, (12)
which is done by side induction.
(Wside) Let cˆ P KpCq, say cˆ “ rc11, . . . , c1ss with c11, . . . , c1s P C. Furthermore, let g1, . . . , gs P
CFpY,KpZqq. We need to show that
pc¯ ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ frqq Y pcˆ ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gsqq P JXˆY,KpZqpAY CFpXˆY,KpZqqq.
Note again that c¯ “ Kpc1q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKpcrq, and analogously for cˆ. Then
pc¯ ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ frqq Y pcˆ ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gsqq “
Kpc1q ˝ f1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKpcrq ˝ fr YKpc11q ˝ g1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKpc1sq ˝ gs.
As in the proof of Lemma 11.3 it follows that there are pairwise distinct c2i1 , . . . , c
2
ik
, c2ik`1 ,
. . . , c2ik1 , . . . , c
2
ik1`1 , c
2` P tc1, . . . , cr, c11, . . . , c1su so that (up to some reshuffling of arguments)
Kpc1q ˝ f1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKpcrq ˝ fr YKpc11q ˝ g1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKpc1sq ˝ gs
“ rc2i1 , . . . , c2i`s ˝ ppfi1 Y gi1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pfik Y g1ikq ˆ fik`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ fik1 ˆ gik1`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gi`q.
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Then rc2i1 , . . . , c2i`s P KpCq, fi1 Y gi1 , . . . , fik Y gik P A, and fik`1 , . . . , fik1 , gik1`1 , . . . , gi` P
CFpXˆY,KpZqq, where we identify maps f : Xn Ñ Z with f ˝pprpn`1q1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆprpn`1qn q : XnˆY Ñ
Z, and similarly for maps g : Y m Ñ Z. Thus, pc¯ ˝ pf1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ frqq Y pcˆ ˝ pg1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ gsqq P
JXˆY,KpZqpAY CFpXˆY,KpZqqq by Rule (W).
Note that the remaining proof steps are essentially the same as in the proof of Lemma 11.3.
We include them only for completeness reasons.
(Rside) Let g P FpY,KpZqq and 1 ď i ď arpgq so that g ˝ epi,arpgqq P Bphq, for all e P E. Then
hY pg ˝ epi,arpgqqq P JXˆY,KpZqpF YCFpXˆY,KpZqqq. Let hˆ :“ hY g. Then arphˆq “ arphq ` arpgq.
For j :“ arphq ` i we therefore have that hˆ ˝ epj,arphˆqq “ h Y pg ˝ epi,arpgqqq. It follows that
hˆ ˝ epj,arphˆqq P JXˆY,KpZqpF Y CFpXˆY,KpZqqq, for all e P E, from which we obtain by Rule (R)
that hˆ P JXˆY,KpZqpF Y CFpXˆY,KpZqqq. Hence, g P Bphq. This proves (12).
(Rmain) It remains to verify Rule (R) in the main induction. Let f P A and 1 ď i ď arpfq
such that for all d P D, f ˝dpi,arpfqq P A. Thus, pf ˝dpi,arpfqqqYg P JXˆY,KpZqpFYCFpXˆY,KpZqqq,
for all g P CFpY,KpZqq. Set h¯g :“ f Y g. Then arph¯gq “ arpfq ` arpgq and for all d P D,
h¯g ˝ dpi,arph¯gqq “ pf ˝ dpi,arpfqqq Y g.
Since pf ˝ dpi,arpfqqq Y g P JXˆY,KpZqpF Y CFpXˆY,KpZqqq by our assumption, we obtain with
Rule (R) that h¯g P JXˆY,KpZqpF Y CFpXˆY,KpZqqq. Thus f P A.
Since the identity on any extended IFS is in CFpX,Xq, by Lemma 10.3(1), it follows in
particular that the binary operation of taking unions is in CFpKpXqˆKpXq,KpXqq.
Corollary 11.8. Let pX,Dq be a compact IFS. Then the following to statements hold:
1. CKpXq is closed under taking finite unions, that is, for all K,M Ď X,
K,M P CKpXq ñ K YM P CKpXq.
2. Y P CFpKpXqˆKpXq,KpXqq.
The first statement follows from the second one by Proposition 10.4.
12 Michael’s theorem
In his seminal 1951 paper on spaces of subsets [22], E. Michael showed that the union of all
sets in a compact set of compact sets is compact again. We will reprove this result in a non-
topological way by using only the co-inductive characterisations of the spaces involved.
The difficulty we have to overcome herewith is that, as we have seen in Section 9, in general
the canonical maps in K2pDq are no longer of type K2pXqr Ñ K2pXq, even if all maps in D are
unary. Thus, pK2pXq,K2pDqq will not be an extended IFS any more.
Let rrdp1q1 , . . . , dp1qr1 s, . . . , rdpnq1 , . . . , dpnqrn ss P K2pDq and K1, . . . ,Kn P K2pXq. Then we haveď
rrdp1q1 , . . . , dp1qr1 s, . . . , rdpnq1 , . . . , dpnqrn sspK1, . . . ,Knq
“
ď nď
κ“1
rdpκq1 , . . . , dpκqrκ srKκs
“
ď nď
κ“1
tŤrκσκ“1 dpκqσκ rKpκqσκ s | pKpκq1 , . . . ,Kpκqrκ q P Kκ u
“
nď
κ“1
ď
tŤrκσκ“1 dpκqσκ rKpκqσκ s | pKpκq1 , . . . ,Kpκqrκ q P Kκ u
“
nď
κ“1
rκď
σκ“1
ď
t dpκqσκ rKpκqσκ s | Kpκqσκ P prprκqσκ rKκs u
“
nď
κ“1
rκď
σκ“1
ď
Kpdpκqσκ qrprprκqσκ rKκss.
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Now, let e1, . . . , em P D be pairwise distinct so that
tKpe1q, . . . ,Kpemqu “ tKpdpκqσκ q | 1 ď σκ ď rκ ^ 1 ď κ ď n u.
Moreover, set
Mι :“
ď
t prprκqσκ rKκs | Kpdpκqσκ q “ Kpeιq ^ 1 ď σκ ď rκ ^ 1 ď κ ď n u,
for 1 ď ι ď m. Then
nď
κ“1
rκď
σκ“1
Kpdpκqσκ qrprprκqσκ rKκss “
mď
ι“1
KpeιqrMιs “ rKpe1q, . . . ,KpemqspM1, . . . ,Mmq.
Let us summarise what we have just seen.
Lemma 12.1. Let pX,Dq be an IFS. Then, given rrdp1q1 , . . . , dp1qr1 s, . . . , rdpnq1 , . . . , dpnqrn ss P K2pDq,
we can compute e1, . . . , em P D so that when given in addition K1, . . . ,Kn P K2pXq, we can
furthermore define M1, . . . ,Mm P K2pXq such thatď
rrdp1q1 , . . . , dp1qr1 s, . . . , rdpnq1 , . . . , dpnqrn sspK1, . . . ,Knq “
ď
rKpe1q, . . . ,KpemqspM1, . . . ,Mmq.
This gives us a hint on how to deal with unions over compact collections of compact sets.
For K,M P K2pXq, we write K Y“M, , ifď
K “
ď
M.
Moreover, we set KD :“ tKpdq | d P D u. Note that pK2pXq,KpKDqq is a compact IFS, and let
Ω
x2y
X pZq :“ tK P K2pXq | pDd1, . . . , ds P Dq
pDM1, . . . ,Mm P ZqK Y“ rKpd1q, . . . ,KpdsqspM1, . . . ,Msq u,
for Z Ď K2pXq. We define C1K2pXq :“ νΩx2yX .
Lemma 12.2. Let pX,Dq be a compact covering IFS. Then K2pXq “ C1K2pXq.
Proof. We have that C1K2pXq Ď K2pXq by definition. For the converse inclusion note that it
follows as in the proof of Proposition 9.2(1) that
K2pXq “
ď
t rangepd¯q | d¯ P K2pDq u.
Therefore, if K P K2pXq, then there is some rrdp1q1 , . . . , dp1qr1 s, . . . , rdpnq1 , . . . , dpnqrn ss P K2pDq and
there are K1, . . . ,Kn P K2pXq so that K “ rrdp1q1 , . . . , dp1qr1 s, . . . , rdpnq1 , . . . , dpnqrn sspK1, . . . ,Knq.
Because of Lemma 12.1 we can now compute e1, . . . , em P D and define M1, . . . ,Mm P K2pXq
so that K Y“ rKpe1q, . . . ,KpemqspM1, . . . ,Mmq. Thus, K P Ωx2yX pK2pXqq. With co-induction it
follows that K2pXq Ď C1K2pXq.
Let d1, . . . , ss P D and note thatď
rKpd1q, . . . ,KpdsqspM1, . . . ,Msq “
ď sď
κ“1
KpdκqrMκs
“
sď
κ“1
ď
MPMκ
KpdκqpMq
“
sď
κ“1
ď
MPMκ
dκrM s
“
sď
κ“1
dκr
ď
Mκs
“ rd1, . . . , dssp
ď
M1, . . . ,
ď
Msq.
(13)
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It follows that rKpd1q, . . . ,Kpdsqs respects Y“ and can hence be lifted to the quotient K2pXq{Y“.
We denote the lifted map by rKpd1q, . . . ,Kpdsqs˚ and set
K˚pKDq :“ t rKpd1q, . . . ,Kpdsqs˚ | s ą 0^ d1, . . . , ds P D u.
Lemma 12.3. Let pX,Dq be a compact covering IFS. Then also pK2pXq{Y“,K˚pKDqq is a
compact covering IFS. Moreover, CK2pXq{Y“ “ C1K2pXq{Y“.
Proof. K2pXq{Y“ is a topological space with the quotient topology. Since ŤtKu “ K, for every
K P KpXq, Ť : K2pXq Ñ KpXq is an onto map, which is well known, to be continuous [19,
Corollary 7.2.4]. Since X is compact, also KpXq, K2pXq and K2pXq{Y“ are compact. Moreover,
KpXq and K2pXq are Hausdorff spaces. Thus, Ť is a closed mapping and, as a consequence,
the Vietoris topology on KpXq is equivalent to the quotient topology with respect to Ť [29,
Theorem 9.2]. It follows that the quotient topology on K2pXq{Y“ is Hausdorff.
By Lemma 12.1, pK2pXq{Y“,K˚pKDqq is covering. The remaining statement follows with
co-induction.
Let K P CK2pXq{Y“. Then there are d1, . . . , ds P D and M1, . . . ,Ms P K2pXq, so that
rKsY“ “ rKpd1q, . . . ,Kpdsqs˚prM1sY“, . . . , rMssY“q “ rrKpd1q, . . . ,KpdsqspM1, . . . ,MsqsY“.
Hence, K Y“ rKpd1q, . . . ,KpdsqspM1, . . . ,Msq, which shows that CK2pXq{Y“ Ď C1K2pXq{Y“. The
converse inclusion follows similarly.
Assume that pK2pXq{Y“,K˚pKDqq is weakly hyperbolic. Then it follows that from each
K˚pKDq-tree representing an equivalence class in K2pXq{Y“ one obtains a KpKDq-tree repre-
senting the same class by stripping off the ‘˚’ decoration. This also shows that KpKDq-trees
witnessing that K P C1K2pXq do not only represent K but all sets in the Y“-equivalence class of K.
Such multi-representations are also common in Weihrauch’s Type-Two Theory of Effectivity.
Proposition 12.4. Let pX,Dq be a compact covering IFS. Then tŤK | K P C1K2pXq u Ď CKpXq.
Proof. Let K P C1K2pXq. Then there are (constructively) d1, . . . , ds P D and M1, . . . ,Ms P
C1K2pXq so thatď
K “
ď
rKpd1q, . . . ,KpdsqspM1, . . . ,Msq “ rd1, . . . , dssp
ď
M1, . . . ,
ď
Msq,
where the last equality holds by (13). It follows that
tŤK | K P C1K2pXq u Ď ΩKpXqptŤK | K P C1K2pXq uq.
With co-induction we therefore obtain that tŤK | K P C1K2pXq u Ď CKpXq.
This is a constructive version of Michael’s Theorem: If all IFS involved are weakly hyper-
bolic, given a KD-tree representing K we can compute a KpDq-tree representing ŤK.
The next results even allows the extraction of an algorithm for the computation of union as
an operation from K2pXq to KpXq.
Theorem 12.5. Let pX,Dq be a compact covering IFS. Then Ť P CFpK2pXq,KpXqq.
Proof. We again use co-induction and show that tŤu Ď J K2pXq,KpXqptŤu. Let to this end
d1, . . . , ds P D. As we have seen in the preceding proof,
rd1, . . . , dss ˝ p
ď
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ
ď
q “
ď
˝rKpd1q, . . . ,Kpdss.
By Rule (W) for J K2pXq,KpXq we have for all d1, . . . , ds P D that rd1, . . . , dss˝pŤˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆŤq P
J K2pXq,KpXqptŤu. Thus, Ť ˝rKpd1q, . . . ,Kpdss P J K2pXq,KpXqptŤu, for all d1, . . . , ds P D, from
which it follows with Rule (R) that
Ť P J K2pXq,KpXqptŤuq.
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13 Conclusion
In this paper, a uniform framework for computing with infinite objects like real numbers,
compact sets, tuples of such, and uniformly continuous maps is presented. It combines and
extends the approaches developed in a series of papers by Berger and co-authors [5, 6, 8, 9, 10].
In particular, it allows to deal with compact-valued maps and their selection functions. Maps of
this kind abundantly occur in applied mathematics. They are studied in set-valued analysis [2,
3], and have applications in areas such as optimal control and mathematical economics, to
mention a few. In addition, they are used to model non-determinism.
The framework is based on covering extended iterated function systems, where the under-
lying spaces are compact metric spaces and the contraction maps in the function systems are
allowed to be multi-ary, or, more generally, weakly hyperbolic compact covering extended iter-
ated function systems with, not necessarily unary, maps in the function system. Because of the
covering condition co-inductive characterisations of the functions systems can be given. Results
with computational content are then derived by constructively reasoning on the basis of these
characterisations. Realisability facilitates the extraction of algorithms from the corresponding
proofs. In so doing, points of the spaces are represented by finitely branching infinite trees.
The computational power of the approach is that of Type-Two Theory of Effectivity.
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